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Self-Healing is the unique discovery of Meir Schneider. As he revealed in the best selling Self-
Healing: My Life and Vision, Meir cured himself of congenital blindness. In doing so, and in many
years of dedicated practice since, he discovered techniques for working on all parts of the body.
If you aren't well, Self-Healing can help you get better; if you are already healthy, Self Healing
can make you feel better than you ever have before.The Handbook of Self-Healing is not a rigid
program of exercise and diet. It teaches you how to attend to your body, to respond to its needs
and demands, to unlock its unused potential. Your body already possesses the tools for gaining
and maintaining good health -- all you have to do is learn how to use them. This book shows you
how.



Handbook of Self-Healing E-book Edition Additional InformationThe Handbook of Self-Healing
which was in print for eight years and has sold over 28,000 copies; is now available for
downloading via the Internet. It includes the original 500 exercises and over 200 illustrations. The
School for Self-Healing (a nonprofit organization) is very happy to be able to provide a
downloadable version of this book which has helped and inspired so many people. This
innovative program of breathing, visualization, self-massage, and exercise will help you discover
your body’s inner resources. You'll be able to reduce or eliminate pain, improve your vision,
increase your mobility, and extend your range of movement.Please palm for a minimum of six
minutes:There are about a half dozen places in the book where Meir recommends palming for
five minutes. He has since discovered that in order to maximize the benefits you should palm for
a minimum of six minutes.Searching For Exercises (you'll need to do this frequently):In this E-
book edition, exercises and images can be found easily by searching for them. Simply type into
the search box the number of the exercise you wish to look up (example: 5-6, 4-22, etc.). The
document will then jump to all mentions of that exercise in the book.If you would like additional
information about the Meir Schneider Method, Meir travels the world giving lectures and
workshops, and may even be scheduled to appear at a venue near you. You can also attend one
of the many programs featured at the School for Self-Healing in San Francisco. The School is
located adjacent to San Francisco's Ocean Beach with its beautiful panoramic views. The
School offers workshops throughout the year such as One Day, Two Day, and Six Day Natural
Vision Improvement Workshops. Most people who have taken these Vision Improvement
courses, have improved their vision. We also offer many one day and two day workshops for
more general health improvement (e.g. "Use the Meir Schneider Self-Healing Method to Build a
Healthy Back"). In all of these classes Meir, with his 40+ years of experience, helps students
discover the best program for transforming their lives.For those people who want a deeper
understanding of Self-Healing, or who want to do this work professionally, we offer Level One
training, (taught in two 80-hour immersion courses) and Level Two training (100 hours). In Level
One Training, students primarily learn Self-Healing by working on themselves. This is an
excellent class (see the testimonials below) for students who are primarily interested in their own
Self-Healing, or in learning how to effectively work on their loved ones. Level One also provides
an excellent foundation for Level Two.Level One is divided into two Segments:Segment A covers
breathing, circulation, digestion, spine and joints, and natural vision improvement.Segment B
focuses on flexibility of the muscular, visual, and nervous systems. It also helps you to develop
your natural vision improvement training as well as sensory integration.Level Two consists
mostly of working on actual clients, with a wide variety of physical and visual disorders. The
combination of these two courses mirror the process Meir went through before doing this work
professionally. First he learned by working on himself, then he started to apply that knowledge by
working on friends and clients. Many students who have completed Level One and Level Two



have gone on to develop successful and rewarding careers as Self-Healing Practitioners.Level
One and Level Two Testimonials:"I am a Computer Programmer with no desire to become a Self-
Healing Practitioner. When I started to work on myself using Self-Healing, I was excited to learn
that Level One was designed and intended both for people, like myself, who want to learn self-
healing methods to improve their own health, as well as for students going on to careers in Self-
Healing. By taking Level One, and practicing Self-Healing on myself, I've achieved many
improvements. A few of these were: I resolved my chronic low back pain and my chronic neck
pain, I improved my vision (I was able to get an unrestricted drivers license (no glasses required
– something that I couldn't do when I was 16 years old), my posture improved (I had had
kyphosis and lordosis since I was very young), and I made a major shift in my nervous system
(much calmer). I think that my decision to take this course was one of the best decisions I've
ever made. I believe that Level One should be a required course in every High School in the
world."-Mitch Sink, Computer Programmer"I was run over by a truck and nearly killed in 1992,
sustaining massive injuries to the head (TBI), face (crushed requiring 30 reconstructive
surgeries), eyes, spine and chest. My life was one surgery after another and constant physical
therapy. In 1996, sitting at a stop light, I was rear-ended, rupturing a cervical disk and herniating
another. When doctors told me I had improved about as much as I could, I still suffered from
severe chronic pain, limited movement, and double vision. In 1997, the "tunnel vision” fusion
gained from a strabismus surgery in 1993, was failing: everything was double, disorienting, like
walking in a moving kaleidoscope.Specialists offered me no hope. I read about Meir and came
to San Francisco (from Texas) for two weeks of therapy. Not only did my "tunnel vision” fusion
return, but I had less pain and more mobility in my body! I returned several times for therapy, and
then took his Level One course to better learn how to help myself. I was totally disabled, but I
completed the class and it transformed my life. I took all of his classes, studying and practicing
Self-Healing. Today, at 62, I do not need driving or reading glasses (despite nearly going blind in
one eye from one of the surgeries) and lead an active, healthy life in every way, without the aid of
any medications. And, I am blessed to help others.”-Melissa Moody, Self-Healing Instructor,
Natural Vision Improvement Educator and Instructor, TexasThe School for Self-Healing has a
wide variety of books, audiotapes, videotapes, and CDs available for purchase. You can also
access interviews, telecasts, podcasts, tips, press releases, and more at our website: www.self-
healing.org. The School also offers private therapy sessions and phone consultations. As a
nonprofit organization under section 501(c)(3), we help many handicapped people by:•
providing free holistic health classes in the San Francisco Bay Area• offering free lectures in
communities around the world • distributing free self-care materials• offering free healthcare
consultations by phone, letters, and email• organizing free support groups• providing cost-
effective workshops, in-depth classes, and private sessionsThe School for Self-Healing
welcomes financial contributions, equipment donations, and volunteers to work at our school. If
you are interested in supporting this incredible work, please contact us.The Meir Schneider
Method is a self-healing journey that effectively combines therapeutic massage, movement, and



natural vision improvement exercises. It is an integrative, intuitive, and sustainable holistic
method that will deepen sensitivity to your body through kinesthetic awareness. Learning to help
yourself will enable you to help others:• Relax muscles that are tired from overuse and decrease
their load by engaging previously unused ones. • Effectively prevent, manage, or eradicate
carpal tunnel syndrome, arthritis, back problems, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, and cerebral
palsy. • Learn both aerobic and anaerobic exercise to keep your body fit. • Strengthen your eyes
and get rid of your glasses. • Gain an intuitive sense of how your body functions, respond to its
needs, and teach others to unlock their own healing potential.With diligence you can completely
eliminate most chronic pain, including back pain, arthritic pain, headaches, and eye pain.
Everyone can stop the progression of arthritis, and osteoporosis can often be controlled,
especially if it is in the beginning stages. You can replace deterioration with regeneration, and
create a new reality for yourself and your loved ones.Contact Information:The School for Self-
Healing 2218 48th Ave.San Francisco, CA 94116-1551415-665-9574, Monday through Friday
9am-5pm PSTor via email through this page on our web site:http://self-healing.org/contact-us/
THE HANDBOOK OF SELF-HEALINGBorn in Lvov, Ukraine, in 1954, Meir Schneider emigrated
to Israel with his parents in 1959. He underwent five cataract operations without success and at
seven was declared legally blind. Years later, by means of eye exercises and movement therapy,
he was able to read without glasses and began to work with other physically disabled people,
receiving national attention for his work in the healing arts.In 1975 Meir emigrated to the United
States to continue his studies, gaining a BA in Liberal Arts and a PhD in the Healing Arts, and in
1977 he founded the Center for Conscious Vision in San Francisco, then establishing the Center
and School for Self-Healing in 1980. In 1982 he was granted an unrestricted driver's license.
Meir's pioneering work in the holistic health field is known throughout the US as well as outside
it. His unique approach to health care -the empowerment of the individual is a message of
inspiration and hope as well as a practical guide to specific exercises for everyone. His book
Self-Healing: My Life and Vision, also published by Arkana, describes his own progress and the
development of his therapy system during the first ten years of practice.Maureen Larkin was
born in California, in 1955, with severely limited vision. She learned to sew and embroider,
however, and to play several musical instruments, and she gained her BA in Folklore from San
Francisco State University. She began therapy with Meir Schneider to improve her vision in 1980
and in a very short time had doubled her measurable vision. She began her training as a Self-
Healing practitioner the same year and has been teaching and practicing Self-Healing therapy
ever since. She was instrumental in establishing both the Center and the School for Self-Healing
and collaborated with Meir on his first book Self-Healing: My Life and Vision.Dror R. Schneider
(Meir Schneider's wife) is a Self-Healing practitioner/educator and a student in the Graduate
Program in Biology at San Francisco State University. A native Israeli with a background in
teaching, she graduated cum laude in Geology from Hebrew University in Jerusalem and began
a career of translating and editing. She met Meir Schneider after translating his first book, Self-
Healing: My Life and Vision, into Hebrew. The couple have two children. Both were born with the



same vision problems that Meir Schneider has overcome. Dror Schneider has worked diligently
to improve the children's eyesight, and finds the results encouraging.'Meir Schneider offers
remarkable techniques that empower you to take charge of your own health and unlock the
body's ability to heal itself. Through his innovative therapeutic movements and exercise, he has
helped thousands of individuals throughout the world facilitate their own self-healing. I have
personally seen functional improvement in a number of patients where the medical community
had literally told them 'there was nothing further that could be done'. Meir Schneider is on the
cutting edge of improving the quality of our health and well-being'-Ronald K. Takemoto, MD,
Assistant Professor of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, University of California, Irvine'I met
Meir Schneider several years ago at a conference in West Palm Beach, Florida. During this brief
but powerful meeting, Meir demonstrated to me some of the untapped power and potential that
all of us as human beings have at our disposal. Should we learn how to use them. Meir has
learned how to use it. In this book, The Handbook of Self-Healing, which is clearly a labor of
love, Meir is sharing his knowhow with the reader in a most straightforward and unselfish way'-
John E. Upledger, osteopath, founder of the Upledger Institute, Palm Beach Gardens,
Florida'This book is "must" reading for anyone interested in the wholistic natural health
movement. At a time when the health care system is in crisis, Meir presents many practical
strategies to help people increase their vitality and well-being by replacing expense with effort,
but perhaps Meir's greatest contribution with this book is his ability to teach us how to take
responsibility for our health'-Paul St John, founder of the St John Method of Neuromuscular
Massage Therapy, Key Largo, Florida'Meir Schneider has written a beautiful and inspiring book.
Disease is understood not as a burden to be carried but as an opportunity to get in touch with
the healing powers that are within all of us. Everybody who wishes to take an active part in the
healing of herself or himself will find in it valuable and practical information'- Martin Enge, MD,
and Margareta Enge, MD, Austria'Meir Schneider's second book represents a tremendous
advance in our knowledge of self-healing. The exercises are easy to understand and perform.
Although they are very gentle, they are the most powerful ones I have ever seen'-Beatriz
Nascimento Moffat, Assistant Professor, Department of Occupational Therapy, University of San
Carlos, and instructor in the School for Self-Healing, Brazil'Meir Schneider's book is delightfully
clear, easy to read, full of good solid information and a definite "must" for the ordinary human
being who wants to take responsibility for his or her own health and well-being. I plan to give this
book to all my patients'-Beryl Feinglass, physical therapist, mental health educator and certified
Feldenkrais practitioner, San Francisco'Meir Schneider's insight with Self-Healing is a refreshing
approach for the healing professions. His techniques are a blending of easy to understand
explanations with practical, thorough exercises. This book is especially useful for those
interested in Natural Vision Improvement'-Samuel A. Berne, behavioral optometrist and author of
Creating Your Personal Vision, Santa Fe, New Mexico'Meir has a third eye and eight senses.
Bridge these two with an incredible perception of the human body and you've got a genius. You
sense Meir's ingenuity through his book. You know it through his work'-Yael Gottlieb, registered



nurse and Self-Healing practitioner/educator, Berkeley, California'Meir's informative, well-written
Handbook reflects his deep understanding of how to work with the body's innate ability to heal.
The clearly written exercises allow anyone, from layperson to professional, to take charge and
begin their own journey of self-healing'-Daniel Demay, chiropractor, Concord, California'Meir's
new book is an excellent source for the working knowledge of our bodies. It gives direction for
choosing the most effective exercises for the appropriate time. I will be recommending Meir's
new material to my students and patients. The acute and chronic-pain patients at my practice
will benefit from Meir's approach to breathing, circulation, joint, muscle, spine and nervous-
system movements. This book heightened my own awareness of fine-tuning the body and mind
and enhanced my abilities to help others'-Gail Wetzler, physical therapist and certified instructor
for Visceral Manipulation, Uppledger Institute, Santa Ana Heights, California'I wholeheartedly
endorse this book. Seventeen years ago, Meir Schneider taught me a new way to relax and
move in the world. His work still impacts my life every day. Amble through the Handbook of Self-
Healing. The exercises are easy but powerful. Do them daily and experience profound changes.
Face and posture photos taken before you start will help you see the transformation. Meir's
bodywork should become a part of everyone's day'-Ray Gottlieb, PhD, optometrist, Madison,
New Jersey'This is an excellent book for those who sincerely wish to take the healing of their
bodies into their own hands. Meir Schneider has a great ability to demystify the physiological
and pathological processes involved in common physical illnesses. Combined with his
enthusiasm and years of clinical experience, this is a rare resource for those who wish to
understand their body’s better -whether for healing a serious condition or enjoying greater
vitality. One of the greatest testaments to his work is the warmth and love of life which shine from
every page'-Judith Bradley, physical therapist, British Columbia'Meir Schneider's innovative, yet
"common-sense" method works easily alongside the more orthodox approaches –but
importantly, empowers individuals to help themselves. Its applications are wide ranging, with
limitless potential for anyone no matter their age, or how mild or severe their problems -to attain
and enjoy optimal health'-Marie Askin, registered nurse, London'The Handbook of Self-Healing
is an excellent tool, beneficial to the patient as well as to the health-care professional. I have
been actively practicing the exercises and look forward to introducing them to my patients'-Ilana
Parker, physical therapist, San FranciscoContentsPrefaceIntroductionPart OneChapter 1,
BreathingChapter 2, CirculationChapter 3, JointsChapter 4, SpineChapter 5, MusclesChapter 6,
Nervous SystemChapter 7, MassageChapter 8, VisionPart TwoChapter 9, RunningChapter 10,
MusiciansChapter 11, Computers and Office WorkChapter 12, AsthmaChapter 13, High and
Low Blood PressureChapter 14, Heart ProblemsChapter 15, HeadachesChapter 16, Diabetes
MellitusChapter 17, ArthritisChapter 18, OsteoporosisChapter 19, Back PainChapter 20,
Posture ProblemsChapter 21, Muscular Dystrophy and AtrophyChapter 22, PolioChapter 23,
Multiple SclerosisChapter 24, Vision ProblemsFinal NoteSnellen Eye ChartPrefaceThis book
offers a revolutionary approach to medicine, particularly to rehabilitative medicine. Many books
have been written about the philosophies of alternative medicine; this one translates those



philosophies, as well as our own, into practice.It took a great deal of work to demonstrate clearly
how awareness, thoughts and movement can be used effectively by virtually everyone. To
achieve this clarity I needed much help, and I got it from my coauthor, Maureen Larkin. One of
Maureen's greatest contributions to my life has been the clarification of how people perceive this
unusual practice of mine. She has helped my communication skills with the outside world
enormously.My wife, Dror, has been my greatest help and mainstay. She worked on every detail
of the book. Dror knew how to present intelligibly a whole new body of knowledge. With her
background in biology and her deep understanding of my method, she was able to increase our
accuracy and clarity. She worked very long hours, from 11 a. m. to 3 a. m., cross-referencing,
proofreading and editing.Each of the illustrations in this book is based on a photograph in which
clients and friends are shown performing many of the exercises described here. Dror chose
which exercises needed illustration, set up and managed photo sessions, and posed. I owe
special thanks to our photographer, Terry Allen, who showed a rare ability to feel the motion in
each exercise and reflect it in his still photographs. I am very grateful to all the people who
volunteered to pose in them: Rachel Riley-COX, Diana Stork, Micah Leideker, and especially to
Jim Sharps.I am happy that this book is complete, because the world needs it. I am looking
forward to enjoying it myself with a group of friends, proceeding chapter by chapter to achieve
better health.- Meir SchneiderIntroductionThis book is for you. You have purchased a book with
the words 'Self-healing' in the title, so the chances are good that you are an active, self-
motivated person who wants to learn how to take care of your body and maintain your
health.There are many ways to do this, and probably you are interested in a number of them.
Nutrition, exercise, massage, all types of bodywork therapy: all of these fields can offer you
valuable knowledge, essential to a healthy life. This holistic -meaning 'whole-person' -approach
to health has become increasingly popular in the last twenty years, and is now supported by a
growing number of medical doctors. The purpose of our book is to add a new dimension to your
already expanding array of health-care skills. This is the dimension of kinesthetic awareness -the
physical, sensory awareness of your own body. As your kinesthetic awareness develops, you will
be able to feel more and more of what happens with your body, both internally and externally.We
believe that, in many people, illness is allowed to develop because kinesthetic awareness has
been lost. It often begins with a small, seemingly trivial problem. Chronic eyestrain may develop
into a real loss of measurable vision; contraction of the upper back and neck muscles may lead
to migraines which will not respond to any painkiller; stiffness in unused joints can become an
arthritic condition; shallow, infrequent breathing can even create circulatory difficulties, including
high blood pressure. All of these and many other problems are preventable. All of them are
preceded by very clear warning signals, which, if you have learned to listen to your body and
interpret its messages correctly, you can understand and act upon, remedying the situation
before it becomes more serious.It is easy to lose kinesthetic awareness when our lives are filled
with all kinds of external sensory input and our minds are occupied with our everyday
obligations. With so much to think about, so much to do, so many other people and things to



respond to, it is no wonder that we forget about our physical selves. Often the only way the body
can get our attention is by offering either great pleasure or severe pain. The only way to
rediscover kinesthetic awareness is to affirm that you are as worthy of your own attention as
anyone or anything else in your life. Does this idea make you feel guilty or self-centered for even
considering it? Ask yourself this: how much good can you do in the world around you if you are
not well? How much more good could you do if you had 100 percent of your resources available
to work with? Obviously, your world will benefit from a healthy you as much as you will
yourself.Machines can monitor many of your body's processes, but there are things about your
body which only you can really know. A reading of your pulse rate and blood pressure will not
necessarily determine whether your circulation is poor; but fatigue, lack of energy, poor
concentration, or cold hands and feet will make it clear that you need better circulation. No
machine can really tell you whether you are stiff or loose in muscles and joints, exhausted or
refreshed, energetic or slow, how much more relaxed you can be, what your nervousness is
doing to your system, and whether or not you are fully functional. Only you can feel these things.
They are vital clues to your health. When even you are not aware of them, your health is in
danger.This book is filled with ways -which we call exercises for want of a better word -to get
more in touch with your physical self, using both your mind (consciousness) and your body
(kinesthetic awareness). Whether your aim is to heal an existing condition or to make good
health into terrific health, you will have the opportunity to learn much about your body. The
process takes time and patience, but it gives back self-knowledge and a new enjoyment of your
body.Our emphasis in Self-Healing is upon movement, because movement is the very essence
of life. In fact, the capacity for movement is one of the characteristics by which scientists define
an animal life-form. An exercise is simply a movement or series of movements structured and
repeated.It ‘s easy to see why movement, in the form of some sort of exercise, is so whole-
heartedly recommended by professionals in virtually every health-care field. We would like to
take that recommendation a step further and not only say that movement is good for you but
invite you to fully explore how good it really can be.'Movement' is just another way of saying 'use
of the body'. Your body exists not just to be maintained but for your use and enjoyment. Beyond
that, your body contains within itself just about every tool it needs to heal itself. Movement is one
of the most versatile of these tools.If you are ill, your first step should be to consult a doctor.
When you do so, you will receive information, and in many cases, medication. In our opinion, the
wisest and most effective doctors are those who give the most information and the least
medication. The most successful patients are those who carefully follow a doctor's advice
regarding healthy living and avoid drugs until every other avenue has been explored -except in
emergency situations, of course. This is not because taking medicines means you are weak or
self-indulgent or hypochondriac. Rather, it is because:• most drugs have side-effects, some of
which may be worse than the condition they are supposed to correct; • drugs often mask
symptoms while leaving the true cause of the problem to grow worse; and • you can become
dependent on drugs to the extent that your own natural healing mechanisms lose their ability to



function.So, it is always a good idea to find out what else might work for you. After receiving your
doctor's advice and/or prescriptions, the next step of your treatment is in your own hands -and
the next, and the next.Do your own thinking -it is your own body, after all. Ask yourself what you
can do for your body, besides putting it temporarily out of its misery. It is obvious that what is
needed is something more than extinction of symptoms. It is time to change the way you interact
with your body. It is time to learn to nurture it. Think about all the other aspects of your life and
objects that you nurture -your career, your home, your car, a garden, a pet, and a relationship.
Creating health and wellbeing in your body can bring you more satisfaction than any of
these.Your first discovery will be the enormous untapped resources your body possesses. We
will work with breathing throughout this book, both for its own sake and in conjunction with other
body movements. Our aim will be to increase our intake of oxygen, for this is the body's most
basic need and one which is fully satisfied in very few of us. Though our lungs have the capacity
to take in approximately 4,000 ml of air, we normally breathe in less than 500 ml. You will
appreciate the difference when you experience what full respiration really feels like. We have
nearly 700 muscles, designed to perform all the body's possible functions, yet we normally use
very few of them. Those few grow contracted and tired through overwork, while the rest weaken
and atrophy. We do not move enough to exercise our full joint capacity; thus the joints gradually
lose their mobility. We attribute this last process to aging, but there is a big difference between a
person who has spent much time in the last seventy years in healthy physical activity and one
who has not.Those who have made some form of movement a part of their daily lives cannot say
enough about how much it improves the way they feel -physically, emotionally, and mentally.
Unfortunately, the majority of us do not seem to be getting enough movement to stay healthy.
The result is that 70 million people in the United States alone suffer from frequent low-back pain
and more serious spine problems; 40 million suffer from various forms of arthritis. There is no
way to count how many are affected by the fatigue, depression, headaches, digestive ailments
and many other problems -including just plain malaise -that can be attributed to our chronic
inertia.There is also the problem -and it is just as serious -of people who are physically active,
but in ways which are destructive to their bodies. Sports medicine, which caters to the needs of
athletes who injure themselves during sports, is one of fastest-growing health-care fields. Most
of these sports injuries could be prevented if people were more sensitive to how their bodies
need and want to move. Vigorous movement should be done in a state of relaxation, for the sake
of health enjoyment rather than challenge or competition.Medicine has made incredible gains in
treating infectious diseases once the primary cause of death -and in surgical techniques to
correct structural problems and emergency situations. For the most part, however, the diseases
which most concern us now are of the chronic type, caused not by accident or microbes but by
the way we live. It has been estimated that 85 percent of all current disease is lifestyle-related.
For this reason, in many, many cases, these diseases respond very well to changes in lifestyle
and health habits. For the great majority of people, the key to their health is in their own
hands.Through Self-Healing we encourage people not only to work on a particular disease or



disorder but to change the body's overall condition ·from tense to relaxed, from rigid to mobile,
from unused to fully used, from numb to fully alive. How do we know when life has left a body?
When something has died it does not breathe; its blood does not circulate; it cannot move; it
cannot feel; its consciousness is gone. The more we breathe and move and feel, and the more
awareness we have, the more fully alive we will be.How to Use This BookThis book is for active
participants. Reading about the exercises will not change anything; doing them will. It is
completely up to you to choose which exercises to try, though we do make some suggestions for
specific conditions later in the book. Try a few which attract you initially; later you may add new
ones and vary, alternate or combine them. Find a sequence which feels good to your body,
warming up with easier movements and gradually proceeding to the more challenging exercises.
Some of the exercises will work for you and some will not. There is no movement which is right
for everybody; and, of course, different exercises will be helpful for you at different times. Pay
attention to how you respond to an exercise at different times -it may indicate that you are
making progress, or that there are specific areas which need your attention.We encourage you
to view our exercises mainly as suggestions, rather than formulas, and to use them as a basis for
inventing your own forms of movement. Once you begin to move, you are likely to find that
movement comes easily and spontaneously in new and varied ways. Each of the movements we
describe here was 'discovered' by someone who simply happened to be paying attention to his
or her body at the time, and happened to notice what effect the particular movement had at that
time. This is something you can do as well as anyone else. No one is more intelligent about your
body than you (potentially) are. We would be delighted to hear about your discoveries if you
would like to share them.You probably have very specific goals in mind as you begin your Self-
Healing process. This is an excellent starting-point, for it provides a genuine motivation. It is also
very important to care for the body as a whole. Through nurturing your body, you will find that -
along with improvement in your 'target areas' -you will get sick less often, feel more energetic
and get more accomplished overall. Your original goals, whether they be improving your vision,
overcoming back pain, regaining mobility in joints, becoming a better runner or musician, or
whatever you have in mind, will become a part of your healing process, rather than its sole aim.
You may even revise your goals as you discover what works best for your body.Self-Healing
movement can be an excellent supplement to other physical practices. It can provide the
relaxation of mind and body which is conducive to meditation (and anyone who has ever
meditated knows that it is indeed a physical practice), as well as the limbering and warm-up
needed for more strenuous forms of movement such as yoga, dance, martial arts or running. It
can also give you a whole new approach to your body -one which may help to prevent you from
injuring or stressing yourself during vigorous activity.Practice these movements at home, before
your day begins and after it ends; before work, performance or competition; during your breaks
or after exertion. The effects will gradually carryover into your daily activity, until Self-Healing
becomes a way of life and a state of mind. Eventually you will be able to recognize immediately
what is good for your health and what is not. Learning to care for your eyes is a good example of



this principle: it does not end when a session of eye exercises is finished, but extends to every
moment in which you are using your eyes, which is most of your waking life. You will learn to
recognize when you are tensing unnecessarily, when you are moving or reposing in a way that
hurts your muscles or joints, when you need to breathe, when you need to rest, and when you
need to move.The process of reawakening awareness is rewarding and enjoyable, but it is not
entirely painless. Often we find that our bodies have reacted to the stresses we impose upon
them by becoming numb. In the process of revitalizing the body, we often rediscover the pain we
have suppressed. This pain is part of awareness. You may be able to put in an overwhelmingly
stressful fourteen-hour workday, ignoring your throbbing forehead, burning eyes, aching back
and powerful urge to cry or scream -until you lie down and try to relax. Then you will feel what
you have suppressed. Relaxation does not create new problems; it simply uncovers those which
are already there, motivating us to deal with them. The first step in solving a problem is to know
what it really is. This is awareness. Even when it is difficult or unpleasant, it is our most effective
problem-solving tool.We strongly recommend that you form a support group in which to practice
Self-Healing exercises. Being part of a group often encourages an individual to keep practicing
when he or she might otherwise slack off; it also gives you some objective feedback about your
progress. Some of the exercises and most of the bodywork techniques are best done with a
partner; you may find that not only will you improve your health through Self-Healing movement,
you may become a proficient body-worker and wind up getting all the relaxing bodywork you
need. The ideal size for a group is from four to six members, so that you can have a variety of
partners to work with without getting lost in the shuffle. If possible, meet for two or three hours or
more each time, once or twice a week; if you cannot, then meet every other week. Your support
group may become not just a group to work with but a social group of people who share
concepts regarding health and well-being, who can help each other choose the right path of
recovery from illness.How to Get StartedEach person has special needs. You may have an
illness you want to recover from; you may be suffering from 'occupational hazards' specific to
your profession. Perhaps you have been nearsighted since school age and have decided it is
time to do something about it. All of us share the need to communicate better with our bodies, to
read the signals and respond to them. We all need to increase our bodies' function and vitality.If
you suffer from a pathology which this book addresses, such as multiple sclerosis, heart
problems or arthritis, we suggest that you start with the chapter that addresses your problem
specifically. Later on, return to the beginning of the book and work with the first part of it chapter
by chapter in the sequence in which the chapters appear. If you have no specific ailment and you
just want to enjoy more kinesthetic awareness, more mobility, better use of your resources and
perfection of your health, start with the very beginning of the book and work with the whole first
part, spending a few months with each chapter -spending more time on areas you feel need
more attention until you feel you have fine-tuned your body, strengthened it and perfected it. You
will develop the ability to choose the right exercises different occasions in the future.Use this
book as a friend. Our purpose is to create a dialogue with you -your body and your mind -



through this book. Remember: medicine cannot help you reverse the process of degeneration,
but your mind and body can.Part OneCHAPTER 1BreathingThe key to self-explorationThis
chapter is devoted to increasing your capacity for breathing. Your breathing provides your body
with its most basic requirement -oxygen -and your mind and spirit with their most useful tool -
dynamic relaxation. Breathing is the most vital of functions for any living creature. Improving your
breathing will automatically improve all of your other body functions. This is why we have placed
this chapter first.Many people are surprised at first at the emphasis we place on breathing. They
take it for granted that if they are alive they must be breathing; they soon discover that there are
varying degrees of 'aliveness', and that a person who is barely breathing is, in fact, barely alive.
A lack of sufficient oxygen weakens the body and slows down all of its functions, including brain
function. People assume that if their bodies need more oxygen they will automatically take in
more, but this is not always the case. Often the body just adapts to a lesser amount of oxygen
than it really needs to enable it to function optimally and with maximum vitality. Many people
breathe just enough to survive, or to function minimally, but not to function well. As we will see,
there are many factors which may keep you from breathing sufficiently.The need for increasing
our oxygen intake is a long-recognized fact. The idea of aerobic exercise was developed to meet
this need. In aerobic exercise, we exert ourselves to make our heart and lungs work harder,
forcing more oxygen into the lungs and bloodstream. People who do aerobics may think that,
because they have done some aerobics for an hour, they are therefore breathing better all the
time. That is often not the case, however. We believe that the body should enjoy a plentiful
supply of oxygen all the time, not just when the muscles and heart and lungs are working at their
top capacity. For one thing, it would be exhausting to keep up that kind of pace; for another,
aerobic exercise simply is not available to everyone all the time. For those who are city-bound,
handicapped, or pressed for time and space, aerobic exercise may be something of a luxury.
Everyone should make it a priority to have some kind of vigorous exercise -swimming, walking,
dancing or running -as a part of one's life. Our goal in this chapter, however, is to show you how
you can breathe fully, deeply and consistently enough to body's oxygen needs -even in
situations that are not ideal for breathing.Insufficient breathing ultimately affects every cell in the
body, because every cell requires oxygen to function. Oxygen is carried to the cells by the flow of
blood. When the blood's oxygen concentration has been lowered, our veins carry the
deoxygenated blood to the heart, and the heart pumps it to the lungs, where it is re-enriched
with oxygen. This oxygen-charged blood is returned to the heart, from which it is pumped to the
arteries, and ultimately to the cells of the periphery of body. A pattern of deep, slow breathing
improves your circulation, and therefore your blood brings oxygen and nourishment more
effectively to your body's cells.If a pattern of shallow breathing continues, circulation throughout
the body decreases. Circulation to the body's periphery is especially limited, causing cold hands
and feet, fatigue and the loss of mental concentration and clarity which can occur when there is
not enough blood supply to the brain. Blood carries all the nutrients our cells need, and carries
away all the toxic materials produced by cell metabolism. When circulation decreases, the areas



which are not receiving enough blood become simultaneously starved and toxiferous. A good
deep breath, however, can send oxygen-rich blood coursing through your body to feed and
cleanse your cells.There are many reasons why we might not breathe enough to meet our
oxygen needs. Environmental pollution has become a major problem, and it may be that our
bodies instinctively refuse to take in too much air laden with carbon monoxide, industrial
chemicals, cigarette smoke or fumes from the many semi-toxic materials with which we are
constantly surrounded.However, in so many of our current health problems stress seems to be
the main culprit. Stress, as we use the word here and throughout this book, means a state of
emotional anxiety that is reflected in your body and is consistently affecting your body functions.
Every thought and feeling you experience will influence your body to some degree. We all know
the sense of lightness that comes with joy, the epinephrine (adrenaline) rush of rage, the dry
mouth and shaky feeling that fear produces. These are dramatic physical changes produced by
dramatic emotions. Less powerful, but equally influential, are the small everyday anxieties of
work, family life, study and the task of simply coping with an increasingly challenging world.
These difficulties are an intrinsic part of our lives, and so are their effects upon our bodies. One
of the most common of these effects is a tendency to limit ourselves to shallow, infrequent,
unrhythmical and completely inadequate breathing.When we begin to work with the breath as a
healing tool, we discover that breathing has an immediate calming, energizing and clarifying
effect on both mind and body. It is absolutely the most helpful thing we can do in any stressful
situation. So why do we so often limit our breathing when we are anxious, if this is so clearly
counterproductive? The answer lies in the functioning of the sympathetic nervous
system.Breathing and the Sympathetic Nervous SystemThe nervous system is the messenger
service between the mind and the body. The human nervous system is a complex mechanism,
with several major functional divisions. The first division is between the central nervous system
and peripheral nervous system. The central nervous system consists of the brain dense rope of
nerves called the spinal cord, which extends down to the lower back. The peripheral nervous
system has spinal nerves, which branch off from the spinal cord, exiting between the vertebrae
and from there continuing to branch, dividing again and again to reach every part of the body, as
well as twelve pairs of cranial nerves, all but two of which serve only the head.The peripheral
nervous system is also divided into two major parts. The first is the somatic nervous system,
which controls all voluntary or conscious motions such as chewing and walking. The second
part of the peripheral system is the autonomic nervous system, which regulates automatic,
involuntary functions such as digestion and circulation.By this time you will not be surprised to
learn that the autonomic nervous system also contains two major divisions, which are called the
sympathetic and the parasympathetic. These two systems often perform opposing functions. For
example, the parasympathetic nervous system acts to slow down your heart rate, while the
sympathetic increases it; the parasympathetic sends blood to the surface of the skin, while the
sympathetic causes it to drain from the skin. Normally, the two systems will act to balance each
other, with each keeping the other from overdoing any function. Fear or stress, however, will



generally activate the sympathetic nervous system and cause it to override the parasympathetic
system and change the course of body function.The sympathetic nervous system has often
been described as the body's 'fight or flight' mechanism. One of its primary functions is to act as
an alarm and defense system for the body during times of physical danger. When it goes on
alert, it sends chemical messages throughout the body which make it possible either to escape
or to overpower an aggressor, or to meet other extreme physical challenges. The pupils of the
eyes dilate to admit more light and hence more visual information, blood flow is diverted away
from the digestive organs and flooded into certain muscles, epinephrine release increases
markedly to speed up the heartbeat, and breathing becomes rapid and shallow. Your body
knows instinctively that deep, slow breathing will make you relax and this is exactly what the
sympathetic nervous system is programmed to prevent.In situations of genuine physical risk, this
system functions extremely well. The problems arise because the sympathetic nervous system
can interpret any anxiety as a sign of 'danger', and may go on full blast at inappropriate times
without your even being aware of it. You may be worried about giving a speech or performing
well in your job, but when your sympathetic nervous system senses your fear it will react as
though trying to put several miles between yourself and a large hungry predator. Any form of
anxiety can send the sympathetic nervous system into a state of emergency. This is very hard on
the body. The blood has been flooded with epinephrine, the muscles tense up, the heart is
working hard to send blood to the limbs, and yet there is no real call for action. Unless the body
is vigorously used, this tension will remain in the muscles for hours, producing a nervous, jittery
feeling. Your breathing will slow down but will probably remain shallow for as long as the tension
persists.Prolonged stress reinforces unhealthy breathing patterns, so that breathing becomes
chronically shallow, infrequent and quick. Often a tense person will breathe through the mouth.
This is a problem, because it is the nose, not the mouth, which was designed for regular
breathing. The nostrils contain cilia which filter incoming air, and mucus which warms and
moistens it, both of which make the air cleaner and more breathable when it reaches the lungs.
However, breathing through the narrow nasal passages takes longer than breathing through the
mouth. This is in fact a benefit, because it allows more time for the oxygen to diffuse into the
bloodstream. The problem is that a tense person in need of air will tend to automatically gulp it in
through the mouth, simply because that's quicker. Breath taken through the mouth feels like a full
and satisfying breath, but it is not. Stressful breathing often consists of nervous little inhalations,
never allowing for a full exhalation. A sigh of relief is a sure sign that tension has been causing
you, unconsciously, to hold in your breath -for how long? Exhalation is as vital as inhalation to
healthy breathing. If your respiratory system is not fully emptied of oxygen-poor air, it cannot be
completely filled with oxygen-rich air.The effects of insufficient breathing are far reaching. In
time, even the structure of the body may show the effects of poor breathing. Chronic shallow
breathing hampers the expansion of the chest and diaphragm, constricting the muscles there
and leading ultimately to narrowing of the chest cavity, rounding forward of the shoulders, and
distorting of the posture of the neck and upper back.It may not be obvious at first that a person's



problems have anything to do with breathing. Most people are not aware of how shallow their
breathing is until they actually try to breathe deeply. Our experience shows, however, that almost
any problem -physical, emotional or mental -will be accompanied by anxiety, tension and limited
breathing. We have also found that the quickest and surest way to relax someone, to restore well-
being and energy, and to get the Self-Healing process under way, is to get that person breathing
deeply.As you may already know, you can't get a tense person, including yourself, to breathe
deeply just by saying 'Now breathe deeply.' It's about as effective as telling a hysterical person,
'Why don't you just relax?' In fact, it may actually aggravate their tension, by making them feel
pressured to do something they can't. Someone with a long-time habit of shallow breathing -and
that's most of us has to unlearn this habit and consciously replace it with a new one. Of all the
body functions we just naturally expect to be automatic, breathing is the first. The way we
breathe, whether deep or shallow, is our most basic habit, and it is hard for us to believe that it
can be changed. The only way to really know this is through experience. Taking charge of our
breathing is a revolutionary idea. It can produce equally revolutionary changes in your
body.Learning to breathe fully is the most important thing you will ever do for your body, so it is
necessary to approach it gradually, in stages. The best way to begin is by preparing your body to
receive deep respiration.1-1 Find a quiet place where you will not be disturbed and where you
have room to stretch out. Lie down on your back, with your knees bent. If it helps you to relax,
prop pillows under your knees to support them, and a pillow under your head. Rest your hands
on your abdomen so you can feel its movement as you breathe. Now take the time to notice how
you feel. Pay attention to each separate part of your body, beginning with your face and working
down to your toes; see if you can sense each toe separately. At this stage, don't try to change or
influence how you feel -just pay attention to it.Some gentle movements will help to prepare your
body to breathe more deeply. During the following exercises, be aware of your breathing.
Remember to breathe, breathe slowly, and try to breathe fully, in and out through your nose, but
do not try to influence your breathing too much yet.1-2 Let your head roll slowly from side to
side, imagining as you do so that someone else is moving it. Do the long muscles along the side
of your neck feel tight, or resist the motion? If so, let your head roll to the side, and tap gently
with your fingertips on the extended side of your neck, from behind the ears all the way down
into the shoulder and chest. After a minute or so of this, stop and see whether you can feel a
difference between the two sides of the neck. Then roll the head to the other side and tap on the
other side of the neck. Roll your head from side to side once again and notice whether the
movement feels different now.1-3 With your head still moving from side to side, place your
fingertips on the hinges of your jaws as you slowly open and close them. How do the jaws feel? If
they feel tight, or tender to the touch, tap and massage them to help them to relax. Stop the
rolling and yawn deeply, several times if you can. In addition to stretching and relaxing the
muscles of the face, throat, chest and diaphragm and moistening the eyes yawning may pull in
much-needed oxygen.1-4 Notice the muscles of your face. One of the primary functions of the
facial muscles is to express emotion, and your emotions will inevitably leave their mark on your



face. Sometimes the emotions your face has worked so hard to express will linger there in the
form of muscular tension long after you have ceased to be aware of them. Try to feel whether
there is tension in your face; if there is, try to let go of it. Imagine all the muscles around the jaw
and around the eyes slackening and softening and growing warm. Then massage your face with
your fingertips, using enough pressure to allow you to feel the tender places, if there are any. Pay
particular attention to the areas which contain your sinuses -the cheekbones, eyebrows and
bridge of the nose. Shallow breathing can lead to congestion, and massage of the sinus areas
can help to drain this congestion.1-5 Next, massage your entire chest area, using both your
fingertips and your thumbs. Work from the collarbone down to the ribs, and from the armpits in
toward the sternum (breastbone). You will probably find many tender spots that will need to be
touched gently. These spots indicate chronic muscle contraction, which has probably been
caused by lack of breathing. Sometimes when the chest is massaged, suppressed emotions will
surface; if this happens, try to just let the feelings flow through you and out of you, imagining that
each exhalation carries away some of the negative feelings. Tap lightly on the muscles between
the ribs and along the sternum. Then rub your abdomen with your whole hand, or cup your
palms and clap them against the abdomen. Visualize your blood flowing into all of the areas you
have touched, warming and relaxing them.1-6 Now just lie still for a few minutes and visualize
the changes you want to create in your body. By 'visualize', we mean imagine, in whatever way
seems most natural to you. It is most helpful to engage as many of your senses in the
visualization as possible, so try both to feel and to picture your muscles lengthening and
relaxing, your blood flowing freely throughout your entire body, pure oxygen filling your lungs
effortlessly, the lungs themselves expanding to their full capacity, the millions of tiny air pockets
in the lungs filling like balloons as you inhale and deflating slowly as you exhale, and your whole
body growing as light as a helium balloon as the oxygen expands you. Feel an ease in your
breathing, a lightness, and a sense that there is no resistance to the movement of your chest,
abdomen and back. Do this visualization first lying down, and then repeat it while sitting, then
standing, and even while walking or exercising.One of the muscles that tend to become
chronically contracted as a result of stress is the anal sphincter. You may find that relaxing the
anus promotes relaxation of other muscles in the body, and allows deeper breathing. Refer to
exercise 3-10 in the Joints chapter and to exercise 6-5 in the Nervous System chapter.Stretching
Your Breathing MusclesAfter warming up your breathing muscles with massage, there are a
number of stretches you can do to loosen up your upper body and make it easier to expand your
chest, giving your lungs more room. Trying to breathe deeply when your chest and upper back
are contracted is like trying to blow up a balloon inside a test tube: your lungs can expand only
as far as your muscles will allow them to. All of the tight or tender spots you discovered while
massaging yourself indicate rigid muscles, and this rigidity is probably habitual. Most of our body
functions are controlled and dictated by our subconscious mind, so, in trying to relax a chronic
tension, you are trying, consciously, to counteract the dictates of your subconscious. This is one
reason why habits are hard to change -in effect; you are fighting part of yourself. Changing habits



takes time, practice and patience. The following exercises will help you to relax these muscles,
making them warm, supple and loose.1-7 Lying on your back, with knees bent and feet flat on
the floor, stretch your arms straight out to the sides, at right angles to your body, with the palms
of the hands facing up. Let your shoulders and arms relax completely. Imagine a gentle
gravitational force pulling them toward the floor. Notice whether the two sides of your body feel
the same or different. Does one shoulder feel tighter? Heavier? Larger? Does either hand feel
lighter, or warmer? Your hands, at rest, will probably lie with the fingers curled slightly toward the
palm. (Are you unconsciously clenching them? Let them relax.)Your exercise is to very slowly
open the hands, extending the fingers until the back of each finger touches the floor. Imagine
that the fingers stretch all the way to the opposite sides of the room, and that they are being
slowly pulled toward the walls. Keep the fingers extended, inhaling slowly for count of ten, then
let them relax as you exhale to a count of fourteen. The fingers will automatically curl again -you
don't need to clench the hand. Repeat this exercise several times, and each time imagine your
fingertips stretching further and further in each direction and, as the arms stretch, your ribcage
expanding too.1-8 Still lying on your back, stretch your arms out behind your head, so that they
are resting on the floor as flat as possible. Completely relax the right arm. Inhale. As you exhale,
your left hand will clasp your right wrist and pull gently but firmly on the right arm, stretching the
right shoulder (fig 1-8). The right arm should allow itself to be completely passive, neither
resisting nor helping the pull of the left hand. After you have done this several times, let your
arms return to your sides, and see whether you can feel a difference between the two sides. You
may feel it in the shoulder, the neck, the chest or the arms.Fig. 1-8Repeat this exercise with the
left arm passive and relaxed and the right hand pulling, and again notice how the two sides feel.
Then clasp the two hands with the fingers laced together and the arms stretched straight out,
and swing them in as large a circle as you can comfortably make, feeling how this rotation
loosens the shoulder joints and muscles.1-9 Extend your right arm out to the side, and reach
across your body with your left arm, so that your left hand is reaching toward your right hand.
Without lifting your upper back off the floor -lifting only the shoulder, and that as little as possible -
stretch the left hand as far toward the right as possible. Now lift your right hand up to meet the
left hand, lace the fingers of the two hands, and use the right hand to pull the left hand toward
the floor (fig 1-9). Feel how this stretches the left shoulder. You can also move the right hand in a
rotating motion, to increase the range of the movement.Fig 1-9This is a great stretch for the
shoulders and upper arms. As with all of these exercises, this stretch should be repeated on the
other side. As you do this stretch, you may feel a sense of compression in the chest but a
wonderful opening in the upper back.1-10 To stretch the entire upper torso shoulders, arms,
chest, neck, upper and middle back -try the windmill stretch. This helps to relieve the tension of
study, reading, or work at a computer, and seems to release emotional tension as well. Lie on
your back with your left knee bent and you~ right leg stretched out flat on the floor, then roll over
toward your right, so that your bent left knee crosses your body and comes to rest on the floor to
your right. Move your left foot over your right knee, and press down on your left knee with your



right hand (fig 1-10A). Your left shoulder may come up off the floor a little, but try to keep it as
close to the floor as possible, so that you get a nice twist and stretch to your upper spine.Raise
your left arm and move it in as big a circle as you can make. This means keeping the left hand
touching the floor as much as possible (fig 1-10B). Imagine that you are drawing a circle on the
floor with a pencil held in your left hand. If you feel more of a stretch by keeping your hand
upraised when it is stretched in front, then do this, but while behind you your hand should remain
as close to the floor as possible. You should keep this movement comfortable for you -don't
strain to make a huge circle, but do try to stretch your arm enough so that you really feel it.
Notice how this exercise moves the ribcage and upper back. There are few movements that give
the upper torso so much freedom.Fig. 1-10 AFig. 1-10 BNow stretch the left arm as far above the
head as you can, your left hand touching the floor. With your right hand, grasp the ribcage area
and pull it forward, toward the floor (fig 1-10C), then rotate the left arm again. Do this both
clockwise and counterclockwise, and rest on your back before you roll over and repeat this
whole exercise on your other side. Again, take time between the two sides to notice whether
there is a difference in sensation, and the quality of this difference. As you feel your muscles
stretching, imagine that you are breathing into the stretched muscle, expanding it with the
breath.Fig. 1-10CThis exercise should not be done unless your lower back is fairly relaxed. If you
are unsure whether this is the case, consult your movement instructor or therapist. For a change,
roll over onto your abdomen. Remember: whenever you change position, do so slowly, easily
and gracefully, and especially avoid straining your neck. Lie flat on your abdomen, place your
hands palms-down on either side of your chest, and then slowly push yourself up until your
upper body, all the way down to the pelvis, is raised up off the floor and your elbows are locked.
Keep your shoulders down and your chest stretched (fig 1-11). This position is a yoga asana
called the Cobra. Hold this position while you take two long deep breaths and then slowly lower
yourself to the floor, and then raise yourself again. See whether you can do this without straining
the muscles of your shoulders, chest, back or abdomen. Breathe deeply to relax your chest and
abdomen so that they will be less likely to try to resist the lifting.Fig. 1-11Now slowly twist to the
right and then to the left, feeling how this changes the position of the chest muscles. Lower
yourself slowly to the floor, and then raise yourself again. Let your arms support you, and push
your weight down into the floor. Coordinate this exercise with your breathing, counting slowly to
ten and inhaling deeply as you lower yourself, then exhaling slowly as you raise yourself.1-12 Lie
down on your back, pull both knees to your chest and hug them as close to the chest as you can.
Now breathe deeply into your lower back. After ten deep breaths, release your hold on the knees
and lie outstretched. You will probably find yourself breathing better now. Because you
compressed your chest, your brain will now demand more breathing into the expanded lower
back.1-13 Standing facing a wall, stretch your arms straight up above your head and then 'climb'
the wall, hand over hand, until you are on tiptoe and your arms are extended as far as possible
(fig 1-13).Fig. 1-13Breathe each time you move your hand higher, and feel how your elevated
side is stretched, elongated and expanded. Try to make at least twenty of these climbing



motions. You will probably find that your arms can stretch much further up than you imagined,
and that they can continue stretching even when you think you have reached your limit. This is
because not only the arms but also the shoulders, upper back and chest will relax and elongate
as you continue this stretch.1-14 Stand with your feet slightly apart and your arms stretched
above your head. Inhale deeply and hold the breath in while you bend your whole body up and
down from the waist several times. Exhale slowly, inhale deeply, repeat the bending and
straightening, and see if you can hold the breath in a little longer each time you do this.If these
movements feel difficult or strange, it is probably because you are not used to focusing your
attention on separate parts of your upper body. Many of us move as though our upper torso is
carved out of one piece of wood, instead of being composed of hundreds of muscles, capable of
infinite varieties of movement. But even if you have found your body stiff, painful or awkward, you
have begun the work of loosening your torso. You have made the first step toward increasing
your circulation and deepening your breathing -two things which will ultimately help everything in
your body to function better.With your muscles warmed and stretched, you are now ready to
focus on breathing itself. There are several simple guidelines for healthy breathing which apply
to all situations. The first is to breathe deeply. This instruction, 'Breathe deeply!', accompanies
every exercise we teach. Many people confuse the idea of breathing deeply with breathing
strenuously, but the two things are not the same at all. In fact, trying too hard will only create
resistance to deep breathing, overworking the heart and lungs and, especially, the muscles.
Worse, it causes us to associate deep breathing with straining. Let yourself breathe deeply but
comfortably, allowing the air to flow slowly in. Give yourself a count of ten to fill your lungs
completely, and don't try to overfill them. Their capacity to expand will increase naturally as you
practice these exercises. Also, drawing your breath in slowly automatically creates a demand for
more oxygen.The second principle is to always breathe through the nose, both inhaling and
exhaling. There are some useful disciplines which suggest inhaling through the nose and
exhaling through the mouth, but we have found our way much more effective in relaxing the
body. As we have mentioned, breathing through the nose warms, moistens and filters the
incoming air. Without such treatment the air can irritate the lungs. The slowness of nose
breathing has a relaxing effect on the body, as opposed to mouth breathing which often is
associated with anxiety. It is harder to relax completely while you are breathing through the
mouth. Sinus congestion is also due in part to mouth breathing. Much of the clearing of the
sinuses is done by the air that passes through the nasal passages; without this constant
cleansing, the sinuses can become chronically clogged.Thirdly, breathing should be slow. Slow
breathing allows full exchange between the inhaled oxygen and carbon dioxide, a waste product
to be excreted by the lungs. Even more importantly, a slow breath triggers the action of the
parasympathetic nervous system, with its calming, stabilizing effect on the entire body, as we
shall see in the Nervous System chapter. Slow breathing is one of the techniques used by yogis
to gain control over their heart rate and body temperature. To sum up, your breathing should be
slow, deep but non-strenuous, and as full as possible; you should breathe both in and out



through your nose; and you should exhale as fully as you inhale.1-15 Lie comfortably on your
back, knees bent, with your head on a firm pillow. Close your eyes and visualize blackness, or
any dark color that feels comfortable to you. Breathe slowly in and out for thirty long, deep
breaths. If you lose concentration trying to get up to thirty, try counting the breaths in groups of
five. Inhale each time for a count of four, hold for a moment, and then exhale for a count of six, to
be sure you have exhaled all the air that you possibly can. Gradually increase the length of both
your inhalation and your exhalation, until you are inhaling for a count of ten and exhaling for a
count of fourteen. Remember not to try to force air into your lungs; instead, imagine a magnetic
force inside your lungs pulling the air gently in.As you inhale, the small air pockets, called alveoli,
in your lungs expand. As oxygen-rich air enters your lungs, the blood vessels in the alveoli take
in this oxygen, trading their carbon dioxide for the oxygen they need. The air in the lungs thus
becomes poorer in oxygen and richer in carbon dioxide. The only really useful thing we can do
with this carbon dioxide is to expel as much of it as possible and restock up on oxygen. Visualize
that each time you inhale your entire body expands, and that each time you exhale your entire
body deflates a little. Imagine that every part of you -muscles, bones, organs, even hair -is as
elastic and expandable as your alveoli, and as hungry for oxygen. Focus on each part of your
body in turn, and imagine it becoming larger, lighter, warmer and more alive as it fills with
oxygen. Now visualize your blood circulating to every part of your body, warming, nourishing and
cleansing your cells. These processes of expansion and increased circulation are actually
happening as your breathing deepens. Visualizing helps you to be more aware of them, and may
also help to facilitate them, since your central nervous system is as much influenced by your
thoughts as by your environment.Creating a Demand for OxygenIn his book, What to Do about
Your BrainInjured Child (Doubleday & Co., Garden City, NY, 1974), Glenn Doman describes his
work with children suffering from brain injuries and other neuromuscular problems. He found that
these children, exception, suffered from insufficient respiration, and that in order to make any
progress with them he had to deepen their breathing. As most of them were severely retarded,
they could not learn breathing exercises. The only way to get them to breathe more deeply was
to deprive them of oxygen for very short periods. Oxygen deprivation automatically triggered
their breathing mechanisms to work harder, and this increased functioning continued for some
time after the oxygen-deprivation was stopped.1-16 Take several long deep breaths to relax your
body. Inhale slowly while silently counting up to seven. When you have reached seven, exhale
slowly as you count to ten. Inhale again, this time for a count of eight; exhale for a count of
twelve. Your exhale should always be longer than your inhale. A slow and complete exhalation
will both allow space for oxygen-rich air, and create a temporary oxygen deprivation, which will
ensure that your body will learn to crave and to demand oxygen.Now add the following: inhale
and, while holding your breath in, move your abdominal muscles up and down six times; exhale,
and do not inhale again until you have again moved the abdominal muscles up and down six
times. (You will probably find your abdomen much stronger than you would have thought.) Now
breathe normally for ten deep breaths, and see whether it seems easier and more natural now to



breathe fully. You have created an 'appetite' for oxygen. Repeat this entire process twice more,
and practice making your inhalations and exhalations last for the entire length of the counting.
The more slowly you allow your lungs to fill and to empty, the more they will work to do so.1-17
Alternate Breathing This is an ancient technique used in yoga. Besides focusing your attention
on your breathing, it helps you to make sure that you are using both nostrils when you breathe.
Just as we tend to use one hand for almost everything we do -unless we make a conscious effort
to use both -we can develop a tendency to be 'one-sided' in any activity. This may mean walking
harder on one foot, chewing only on one side of the mouth, or breathing principally through only
one nostril (or all of the above). This last may cause chronic congestion of the less-used nasal
passage. It may be that this breathing pattern developed due to a blocked nasal passage in the
first place, but the alternate-breathing technique will help to clear up this condition. Some people
say that there is a natural alternating cycle of use between the nostrils, where each shuts down
for maintenance every 20 minutes, allowing most of the air to be shunted through the
other.Press with your forefinger on your right nostril to close it. Inhale slowly through the left
nostril for a count of ten or longer, until you feel that both lungs are filled to their fullest capacity.
While holding the breath in for a moment, take your fingertip off the right nostril and close the left
instead, and exhale through the right nostril, again for a count of ten or longer. Let the air out as
slowly as possible, keeping the left nostril pressed closed. Inhale through the right nostril, hold
for a moment, close the right nostril and exhale slowly through the left. And so on. To put it
simply, you are taking air in through one nostril, expelling it through the other, and then inhaling
through the one you just exhaled from. Even if one side of your nose seems completely plugged,
you can probably draw in enough air through it to fill your lungs -if you breathe slowly enough -
and after several repetitions of this exercise you will probably find that the congestion is
less.Note: This exercise may not be sufficient to help congestion. Refer also to the section on
Sinus Headaches in the Headaches chapter.Expanding the Chest and Abdomen1-18 Lie on
your back. As you inhale, push your chest out as far as you can while drawing your abdomen in.
As you slowly exhale, let both chest and abdomen relax and flatten. Inhale again, and this time
pull your chest in and push your abdomen out; then relax as you exhale.When you have become
fully comfortable with these two movements -and it may take several tries before you can
completely control your chest and abdominal movements -then reverse the entire process.
When you inhale, let the abdomen and the chest expand. Then, as you exhale, push your chest
out and pull your abdomen in. Inhale to expand both, then exhale drawing your chest in, pushing
your abdomen out. When you have mastered these exercises, you will have not only a deepened
breathing capacity, but also unusually strong and flexible muscles in the front of your body.Refer
also to exercise 3-4 in the Joints chapter a stretch for the chest and abdomen.1-19 'Jug'
Breathing The following is almost more of a visualization than an exercise. Its main purpose is to
show you that you can control and direct the flow of your breath. Imagine yourself as an empty
jug, and your breath flowing into you like water as you inhale. Remember that, when you pour
water into a jug, the bottom fills up first. As you slowly inhale, imagine your breath filling you in



the same way, flowing first into the abdomen and lower back and expanding them, then into the
diaphragm area, and finally into the lungs, middle and upper back and chest.When you exhale,
remember that water pouring from a jug leaves the top first. Let your chest empty first, then the
upper and middle back, then the diaphragm area, and last the abdomen and lower back.Like all
other breathing exercises, this should be done slowly. Practice this exercise until you genuinely
feel that you can direct your breath to flow where you want it to. Then try visualizing that your
inhalation fills your entire body, beginning with the soles of the feet and expanding you all the
way up to the top of your head. When you exhale, try to imagine the breath leaving your skull
first, and then each part of your body in succession.Practice also exercise 6-2 in the Nervous
System chapter.Breathing and MovementProper breathing will help to make all of your other
exercises more effective. Movement coordinated with breathing focuses your attention on your
body, to increase your kinesthetic awareness and keep your movement from becoming strained
or mechanical.1-20 Begin with slow and simple movements such as turning the head from side
to side while lying on the back. As your head rolls toward the left shoulder, inhale; as it rolls
toward the right shoulder, exhale. After repeating this several times, let yourself inhale slowly
while the head moves from left to right and back to left again, and then repeat the same
movement while exhaling. Bend your knees and slowly lower the bent knees together to the
floor, inhaling as you lower them to the right, exhaling as you lower them to the left. Raise and
lower your arms alternately, with the right arm coming up as the left arm comes down, and
coordinate your breathing with the movement so that you inhale as the left arm comes up, exhale
as the right arm comes up. This can be done with any non-strenuous movement.1-21 With more
challenging exercises, it is most effective to time your breathing so that you are inhaling on the
easier part of the movement and exhaling on the more difficult part. The reason for this is that
your body associates exhalation with relaxation or 'letting go', so that exhaling while doing a
strenuous motion will automatically eliminate some of the strain you would otherwise put into
it.Try the Cobra exercise (1-11). Inhale deeply first, then exhale while you push yourself up and
inhale as you slowly lower yourself. The same exercise will be more difficult if you do not
coordinate the exhalation with the effort. Try to push yourself up as you inhale, to feel the
difference. Now roll over on your side, inhale, and then exhale as you raise one leg straight up as
far as you can. Hold the leg raised for several seconds while you inhale, and then slowly lower it,
exhaling as you do so. Try this with any movement that requires effort, and you will find the
movement becoming easier.Breathing and AffirmationsIn times of emotional distress, breathing
can be a powerful tranquilizer -calming, balancing and centering the mind. Your body reflects
your emotions -and vice versa. If you can create a calm feeling in your body, with a steady pulse
and slow deep breathing, it often helps you to quiet your emotions as well. It certainly brings
oxygen to the brain to help the mind function a bit more clearly, and a calm mind is the best
friend to a disturbed spirit.1-22 Breathing can be combined with affirmations to produce an
almost hypnotic calming effect, similar to the use of the mantra in transcendental meditation. An
affirmation is simply a positive statement about a condition we are working to create in our lives.



One potent way to combine affirmation with breathing is to imagine, and to state to yourself, that
as you inhale you are drawing into your body and spirit the feelings you want to have, and that as
you exhale you are expelling the feelings you want to get rid of. For example, if you are nervous
about a performance, as you inhale tell yourself, 'I am breathing in confidence,' and, as you
exhale, 'I breathe out self-doubt.' If you are having a hard time concentrating, affirm as you
inhale, 'I breathe in clarity,' and, as you exhale, 'I breathe out confusion.' If you are plagued with
general stress, try to exhale your anxiety and inhale peace.One thing to keep in mind is not to try
to force on yourself an emotion which is too far away from your present state of mind. If you are
very depressed, your mind and body may not be able to inhale joy, but will probably allow
contentment, or peace of mind. Begin your practice of affirmations with positive statements
which seem realistic to you, and your mind will be receptive to them. The more you practice
affirmations, the more power you will have to make them real.Breathing Exercises with FriendsIf
you want to help someone else to breathe better, or if you are doing breathing exercises in
groups or with clients, here are several techniques which can be done together to increase
breathing.1-23 Have your partner lie down on his back, arms at his sides and knees bent. Place
the palm of one hand under the back of his head, and the palm of your other hand flat on his
sternum. Ask him to relax his neck completely and inhale deeply while you slowly raise his head
until his chin touches his chest, simultaneously pressing down on his chest with your whole
hand (fig 1-23). Pressing with the whole hand will keep you from pushing too hard; if you press
only with the heel of the hand you might exert an uncomfortable pressure. Ask him to exhale
while you slowly lower his head again. Repeat this several times, each time more slowly, so that
the length of his inhalations and exhalations gradually increases. Then have him sit up and see
how it feels to breathe.Fig. 1-231-24 Have your partner lie down again. Slide one hand under the
shoulder blade while your other hand presses firmly on the pectoral muscles, where the arm
joins the chest. While pressing, lift the shoulder blade up as far as possible and rotate it, in both
directions, about twenty times each way (fig 1-24A).Fig. 1-24AThen take hold of that arm at the
wrist and gently but firmly pull it toward you, first diagonally and then straight out from the
shoulder (fig 1-24B).Fig. 1-24BHold the wrist in one hand and with the other hand pull on each
finger separately. Ask your partner to notice whether the side you have stretched feels different
from the other. Then repeat this process on his other side.1-25 The following exercise is quite
demanding and is recommended only to people who know that their backs are in very good
condition, as it could result in strain or injury if either person has a weak back.Have your partner
stand up. Standing at her side, with one arm outstretched across her lower back, the other
across her abdomen and your hands laced together, ask her to stretch her arms up over her
head and then to bend backward as far as she can. You should be supporting her weight
completely (fig 1-25).Fig. 1-25Now ask her to bring her hands up to her hips and, in this position,
try to raise and lower her upper body. Her hands, her feet and your supporting arm are her points
of leverage. This is the most difficult exercise we have described so far, but it gives an amazing
degree of release to the back and chest. The vertebrae, which support the upper back, known



as the thoracic vertebrae, are joined to the ribs and normally need more mobility than our
movement allows them. This exercise gives them a chance to really move, which benefits the
lungs.Massage is perhaps the gentlest and most pleasant way to stimulate breathing. Massage
of the chest, neck, shoulders and upper back is always helpful but you may be surprised to find
that massaging areas which seem totally unrelated to breathing may give the best results. If you
can find the area where a person is holding their deepest tension, and release it, an increase in
breathing follows immediately. That area may be anywhere in the body -it may be the lower back,
the pelvis, the legs or the muscles around the eyes. Wherever it is, you will know you have found
it when you hear or see a deepening in breathing. Consult the Massage chapter for ideas on
massage techniques.Any of the techniques we have described in this chapter may also be used
in-group situations. Breathing is the best introduction to movement, to meditation and also to
study. Breathing exercises would be an excellent way to begin any class or lecture, since
increased oxygen to the brain helps concentration and also improves memory. A study done with
elderly patients in a nursing home proved that increasing the oxygen levels in their rooms
improved their memory function by as much as 70 percent. Whatever you want to do, breathing
slowly, deeply and fully will help you to do it better.CHAPTER 2CirculationThe body's tool to
rejuvenate and healCirculation ranks with breathing among the body's most vital functions.
Without either, we could not survive more than a couple of minutes. (There have been
miraculous exceptions to this rule, but in general it is true.) Arterial blood, coming from the heart,
carries to every cell of the body everything that the cell needs: oxygen from the lungs, nutrients
from the digestive system and hormonal secretions from the glands. If any part of your body is
not receiving enough blood circulation you might as well be starving as far as that part is
concerned. Venous blood, returning to the heart and lungs, carries away from the cells most of
the waste products of the cells' life-processes. The lymph system also helps in the body's house-
cleaning, supporting the veins in draining fluids from peripheral cells back to the blood, and
removing microorganisms and other foreign substances.Without this cleansing action, cells
become toxiferous and, in time, so does the body as a whole. We believe that many types of
cancer may have their roots in this toxic buildup. Good circulation is as vital to us as air and
water. But since circulation, like respiration, is one of our body's automatic functions, we tend to
take it for granted -not realizing how much it is affected by what we do, or fail to do. Even our
automatic functions, however like breathing, digestion and blood circulation -need the support
and maintenance of a healthy lifestyle and healthy attitudes.When we think of improving
circulation, we usually think of vigorous exercise, designed to get the heart pounding and the
blood racing. We call this type of exercise 'aerobic', because it makes you consume more
oxygen, and we picture people pumping and sweating. But here we must make a point that we
will make several times throughout this book: there is much more to making a healthy body than
just forcing it to work hard.There are plenty of people who do aerobic exercise every day and still
suffer cold hands and feet, fatigue and many other symptoms of poor circulation. It is possible to
go through an entire dance class using only a few overly strained muscles; it is also possible to



jog for miles without ever breathing deeply enough. Increased pulse rate does not guarantee
better blood-flow; it increases the output of blood from the heart, but it does not guarantee that
the blood will reach each part of your body that needs it. If, during aerobic exercise, the muscles
are demanding more blood and the heart is sending more, but at the same time your muscles
are so contracted that their blood vessels cannot fully receive the increased blood output, what
is the result? Your heart works too hard, and for nothing. Only if the muscles that are not needed
to produce the movement are relaxed is such a workout beneficial.Conversely, it is possible to
create a strong, steady blood-flow that reaches every part of your body, without straining a
muscle. We are not trying to discourage anyone from vigorous exercise -far from it: a relaxed and
healthy body enjoys vigorous movement. We are saying that, vigorous exercise can truly benefit
your circulation; there are many factors to be considered.If you, like so many other people, are
stressed out, mostly sedentary and suffering from physical tension or pain, you should consider
easing your way into the world of exercise gradually. A tense body is injured more easily than a
relaxed one, especially if that body is suddenly subjected to unusual demands. The fast-growing
field of sports medicine caters less to professional athletes than it does to 'weekend athletes',
who try to force unprepared muscles into heroic performances once a week. In movement,
muscles must contract and relax. If you are inactive, most of your muscles don't do much
contracting. This is no guarantee that you are relaxed. The chances are more that your body will
be, in a sense, 'frozen'. If you are suffering from stress on top of all of this, a number of your
muscles will become chronically contracted into tight, hard knots. With some of your muscles
unable to relax and others unwilling to contract, movement can become difficult, and strains,
sprains and back and joint injuries are predictable results.And yet, the person we have
described needs aerobic, breath-deepening, circulation stimulating exercise as much as anyone
else. The question is, how to get it without wasting your efforts, or risking injury. Our aim is to get
blood flowing into the smallest capillaries in the farthest periphery (that is, farthest from your
heart) in your body. To do this, it will help if you understand how your circulatory system
works.The sole function of your heart is to keep blood flowing constantly throughout your body.
The beat of your heart is the sound of it contracting to push the blood into the arteries. The heart
is a little larger than your fist, and is a hollow structure with strong thick walls. It is located
between the second and fifth ribs, just between the lungs, each of which has a notch at the top
(called the cardiac impression) into which the heart fits. It is encased in a membrane sac called
the pericardium, filled with a watery fluid which helps to decrease the friction of the heart's
continuous pumping.The heart has four sections or chambers: the right and left atrium and the
right and left ventricle. The right atrium receives your body's deoxygenated blood from three
large veins and passes it into the right ventricle. From there it goes into the lungs, where it
exchanges carbon dioxide for a new supply of oxygen. From the lungs it flows into the left atrium,
and then is pumped out through the left ventricle into the aorta, a massive arterial tube which
feeds all the other arteries. The path that your blood follows is as follows: large arteries,
arterioles, capillaries, venules, larger veins and, finally, into the right atrium through the three



large veins which feed the heart. It is within the capillaries -the smallest and thinnest-walled
blood vessels -that fluids are exchanged between the blood and other body cells.The action of
the heart is involuntary, which means that the heart does not require a direct conscious
command from the brain to keep pumping. If the heart received no other messages from the rest
of the body, it would beat, on its own, at the rate of about forty beats per minute. Normally,
however, the heart is responding to messages from various parts of the body, slowing down if
blood pressure becomes too high, increasing its rate if pressure becomes too low or if too little
oxygen or too much carbon dioxide is detected in the blood.To some extent, the autonomic
nervous system, discussed in the Nervous System chapter, directs heart action. When the
parasympathetic nervous system exerts its generally calming influence, heart rate will slow
down; when the excitatory sympathetic nervous system takes over, heart rate is accelerated.
Hormones also affect heart rate.The size of the heart changes according to how much blood it
receives from the veins and how much it is required to send into the arteries. This amount can
vary from two liters per minute, to as much as twenty-five liters from the heart of a highly trained
male athlete during exertion. Five liters is about normal for a healthy person at rest. If the
circulation is strong, the heart will have to expand more during the intake of blood and to
contract more during the expelling of blood. If the circulation is weak, the heart motion is
decreased. Like any other muscle, the heart benefits from plentiful healthy exercise, as long as it
is not worked beyond its capacity. As with other muscles, the heart must be exercised steadily
and regularly. This will make it easier for the heart to respond to a sudden increase in circulation
or heart activity.During Vigorous exercise, some people find it best to take frequent breaks to
cool down, relax and allow your heart rate to return to normal and your body to enjoy the benefits
of the increased circulation before you return to more strenuous efforts. For others, including
Meir, aerobic exercise is sustained for a longer period of time, without breaks, moving in a
variable way at a more moderate pace. No matter what model of aerobic exercise you follow, it
should not be speeded through heedlessly, sacrificing awareness of bodily sensation to
'improved' performance for example, ignoring initial sensations of fatigue or illness and
launching oneself into vigorous exercise. You need to continually monitor the changes in your
body before, during and after your workout. Meir likes to sit on a hilltop after running, breathing
deeply and noticing the changes that running has brought about. He recommends that you take
a few minutes after exercise to notice the changes in your heartbeat and breathing, identifying
sore areas that may need massage or stretches and stiff areas that need to be loosened with
gentle movement.The causes of poor circulation vary from person to person. Of course your
physical make-up can play a role in determining how efficient your blood flow will be. There are
people who can break all the rules of good health -eat the wrong foods, take little or no exercise,
exhibit the full range of Type-A behavior -being very competitive, impatient, always in a hurry and
trying to do different things at once -and still have strong hearts and healthy circulation, simply
because they were blessed with the powerful constitution you need to survive such abuse. There
are also people who follow every health dictum but, while they do show improvement, still have



circulation problems due to hereditary weaknesses. These people are very interesting to study
and discuss, but in our experience they don't constitute a majority. Most of the people we have
seen who have circulatory problems have them because of the way they treat their bodies. Either
they are completely inactive, or they are active in ways which hurt the body more than they help
it.Respiration is very closely linked to circulation. As we explained in the chapter on Breathing, a
pattern of shallow breathing is a major cause of poor circulation.Emotion also influences our
respiration. Depression, anxiety and sadness always reduce our breathing, which in turn
reduces our circulation. Therefore, the best way to begin to improve your circulation is, of course,
to improve your breathing. Not only does deep breathing provide the oxygen your blood needs,
but the movement of breathing also gives a stimulating massage to the heart itself, as the lungs
expand and contract against the pericardium. The heart appreciates massage as much as any
other muscle! If you have not read the Breathing chapter yet, our first suggestion is that you turn
to it and begin with the exercises described there. It will be helpful for you to return to those
exercises on an ongoing basis as you move through this book, because they will help you to
benefit fully from all the other exercises we will be describing.The next step along the path of
least resistance to promoting circulation is massage, which is just about guaranteed to improve
both breathing and blood flow. Just by lying down on a table and surrendering yourself to
someone else's touch -preferably that of a qualified bodyworker or a member of your Self-
Healing support group -you will allow more circulation to every part of your body.While doing
bodywork, we have often noticed that an area particularly in need of blood supply will grow
warmer and redder than the surrounding areas when it is massaged, as though the touch had
drawn blood to that area like a magnet. During massage, you increase blood flow without raising
the heart rate, which is especially helpful for people suffering from high stress or hypertension.
You don't even need a partner for massage -there are many areas of your body where self-
massage is very useful -but for total relaxation it's best to just lie down and let someone else
straighten you out. The Massage chapter is entirely devoted to techniques for self-massage and
massage of partners, both of which promote circulation. We will also describe some massage
techniques specifically related to increasing circulation in this chapter.The third step toward
improving blood flow is movement. Even if you are not interested in learning or practicing
exercises, keep in mind the one word 'move'. Most of the suggested 'exercises' in this chapter
will combine the three elements of breathing, massage and movement, but keep in mind that all
of them are designed to produce some movement -either the internal movement of organs and
blood vessels or the external movement of the muscles. External movement serves the double
purpose of strengthening the muscles themselves and of increasing vital internal movement of
blood, lymph and digestion and nerve function.The ChestIn this chapter, we are dealing with a
function which is largely automatically controlled, and of which we are unaware most of the time.
As in all Self-Healing work, awareness is the key to creating change. So we will first get to know
intimately, on a kinesthetic level, our base of circulation, the home of the heart, our chest. The
chest, also known in anatomy as the thoracic cavity, is braced at front and sides by the ribs, and



in the back by the twelve thoracic vertebrae, which attach to the ribs to form the strong protective
structure known as the ribcage. While the neck and lower-back vertebrae are designed to move
and twist easily, your thoracic vertebrae are intended to protect your heart, lungs and liver, as
well as to allow your lungs the maximum room for expansion, and therefore they are held more
rigidly in place -your lungs might be in trouble if they were in danger of being suddenly poked by
a rotating rib. Because the chest area is not a naturally flexible part of the torso, we tend not to
move much in this area, particularly if we lead an inactive life that doesn't include reaching,
turning, sideways or backward motions of the upper body. Sitting bent or slumped over a pile of
papers on a desk doesn't do much toward freeing the torso. Freeing the chest and upper back of
this rigidity, whether inherited or acquired, is very important for the health of your heart.At the
floor of the ribcage is the diaphragm muscle, which separates the lungs from the abdomen. This
muscle pulls downward when you breathe in, making more space for your lungs to expand with
air. The ribs are lined by two sets of muscles called intercostals. The outer intercostals raise the
ribs to expand the ribcage when you breathe in, while the inner intercostals lower the ribs to
slightly compress the ribcage, forcing more air out when you exhale. The muscles of the upper
chest, which connect to the muscles of the shoulders, sides and arms, are called the pectoral
muscles. We believe that breathing and circulation would have to be related functions, if only
because the heart and the lungs are surrounded and affected by many of the same sets of
muscles.It is interesting that the muscles of the chest (and also of the arms) may often be
extremely tender to the touch even when they do not hurt or ache otherwise. Many of our clients,
when touched in these areas, are very surprised to find the extent of the soreness there. The
intercostals, in particular, may be so sensitive as a result of their tightness that even a light touch
will be painful or very ticklish. Another very important feature of this region is the extent to which
emotions appear to be 'stored' there. It is still not possible to state scientifically how, or even if,
this process occurs.We feel that depression or grief may lead to shallow breathing, which tends
to contract chest muscles. Many bodyworkers have observed that massage of the chest, and
often of the arms, can produce a great uprush of emotional expression and release, and that a
person with very tense and tender chest muscles will often prove to have been carrying a
burden of unexpressed emotion which the massage can do much to relieve. It is no coincidence
that the heart has been named as the seat of emotion. It is possible to speculate that much heart
disease may also have an emotional basis.The muscles of the chest directly affect the
expansion of the lungs during breathing. The external chest muscles affect the posture, size and
shape of the chest, and will determine whether the chest can be fully mobile, able to expand to
its fullest capacity, or will be immobile and 'shrunken'. When the chest cavity is compressed,
there is less room for both the heart and the lungs to expand to their natural capacity. A state of
chronic, unrelieved contraction in the chest muscles can be dangerous. This section is devoted
to stretching and expanding these muscles and promoting movement in the upper torso. If you
have any doubts that this is important, we offer an interesting statistic. The professionals with the
lowest rate of heart trouble are symphony conductors. They also have a life expectancy which is



much longer than average. If more of us had the opportunity to wave our arms in joyous
emotional expression for a living, we are convinced that heart disease would decrease.We
would like to recommend that anyone with serious heart or circulatory problems consult with his
or her doctor before proceeding with these exercises. When these areas have been
overstrained, it is extremely important to avoid stressing them further. If your doctor feels that any
of these exercises could be too strenuous, please do only those which are approved for you.Can
you feel whether your chest is tight? Some people first discover the tightness in the chest only
when they have their first heart attack, for this is an area that sometimes will delay sending real
pain signals until it may be too late -an area where body awareness may truly spell the difference
between life and death. Other people may discover tightness in the chest when they first attempt
to take a full breath and discover that something is holding them back. That something is often
the chest muscles refusing to allow full expansion in the lungs.2-1 Try to take a deep breath. If
this is easy for you, pay attention to how your chest muscles feel when you inhale. Enjoy the
smooth and elastic feeling of their expansion, and the buoyant sensation as the lungs fill with
oxygen. Notice how your breathing affects your shoulders, arms, back and abdomen. If you do
not feel you are taking a full breath, try to feel what is stopping you. Where does the holding or
blockage occur? Does trying to expand the lungs make you aware of tension or pain in any other
area? Be aware that your greatest obstacle to relaxing may be a lifelong habit of tensing your
abdomen to hold it in. You may actually be encouraging a potbelly by constricting your muscles
this way, and it certainly limits breathing. Let it go.2-2 Take another deep breath and, as you
inhale, lay your palm on your breastbone and shake your chest vigorously. Do you tighten
anywhere to inhibit this motion? Exhale, then again shake your chest as you inhale, trying to let
go of any holding in the shoulders, spine or chest cavity. Repeat this exercise ten times, until you
can feel that you have become looser. This is a good exercise to release nervous tension.2-3
Inhale deeply again, this time rubbing and warming your chest muscles with one hand, in a
rotating motion, while the other hand rubs and warms the upper abdomen.2-4 Look at yourself in
the mirror to see how your posture affects your chest. Does your chest jut forward? If so, you
probably have great rigidity in your upper back and abdomen. Is your chest caved in, with the
shoulders rounded forward? If so, you probably have tension in your shoulders and neck, as well
as weakness in the abdomen. Look at yourself and think about how you would like the picture to
change, and then look at yourself after each exercise to see whether you can see a
difference.2-5 See if you can feel your pulse. If you are dedicated to improving your
cardiovascular health, it would be a wonderful idea to buy a stethoscope from a medical supply
store, to enable you to listen to your heartbeat. If you don't have a stethoscope, you may be able
to feel your pulse by simply laying your hands over your heart, or by feeling with your fingers
(don't use the thumb) the pulse points at your wrist (fig 2-5) or throat.Fig. 2-5With the aid of a
clock or watch, count the number of beats per minute. Then leave your hand on your pulse point
and feel it as you visualize that the pulse becomes slower. Most of us find ourselves often under
stress, at which times typically the sympathetic nervous system speeds up the heart. A too rapid



heartbeat is often associated with cardiac problems. The opposing nervous system, known as
the parasympathetic, has the job of slowing the heart rate. When you visualize your heart rate
slowing, you are aiding the parasympathetic nervous system in its work, and helping to prevent
the sympathetic from going into overdrive.2-6 Lie down on your back, with your arms and legs
comfortably outstretched. Inhale deeply and, before you exhale, while your lungs are still filled
with air, raise and lower your chest several times. Exhale, and notice how the chest feels.
Remember that every sensation has meaning, and any change in sensation means an actual
change in the functioning of your body. Often, when you touch, move or breathe into a part of
your body, that area will feel warmer; this is the result of increased sensory awareness, and
sometimes and actual raising of skin temperature caused by increased blood-flow. The area
may feel larger; this is due to actual, measurable lengthening of the muscle fibers as they relax.
Paying attention to these changes helps you, ultimately, to create them at will.2-7 Inhale, hold in
the air and move the entire abdomen up and down, expanding it upward as far as possible and
pulling it down toward your back as far as you can. This is a great exercise for strengthening the
abdominal muscles, which have an unfortunate tendency to slacken in adults. Repeat this
several times, and then do the same with your lower back, pushing it down against the floor as
you expand it, pulling it in toward the abdomen as you contract it.2-8 Inhale again, hold the air in
your lungs as before, and this time try to expand diaphragm. The movement will not exactly be
up-and-down as before; rather, the diaphragm pulls downward toward the abdomen you breathe
in, and moves upward toward the chest when you breathe out. The movement of the diaphragm
may feel jerky at first. Move it four or five times before you exhale, and then repeat this part of the
exercise until it feels smoother and easier.2-9 So far, you have been moving each part only after
you inhale, while the lungs are inflated. Now do the same after you exhale. The pattern of the
exercise will be as follows.Inhale. Move the chest up and down several times before exhaling.
Exhale. Move the chest up and down several times before inhaling. Now do the same with the
abdomen, lower back and diaphragm. Notice where your difficulties lie in doing this. Is it harder
to hold the air in or to hold it out? Spend more time with the more difficult parts of the
exercise.Refer to exercise 6-2 in the Nervous System chapter, which is important for your chest
and heart. Try once again to take a deep breath. Does it feel any different to breathe now? You
are becoming aware of the inward sensations of your chest.2-10 Now, to fully open your
breathing, get acquainted with the outward sensations of the chest muscles. Still lying on your
back, touch your sternum with all your fingertips. The sternum, or breastbone, is attached to your
first seven pairs of ribs by strips of cartilage; it runs from your collarbone to about where your
heart is. Pressing on the lower third of the sternum also massages your heart and is the basis of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation. Applying a firm pressure, begin at the base of the sternum and
work your way up, massaging along the bone with circular motions of the fingertips. Notice any
sore places, and massage them a little more gently and breathe into them, visualizing that they
expand with your breath -as indeed they do.When you have reached the top of the sternum,
massage outward toward your shoulders, in the space between your clavicle (collarbone) and



first rib. It may easier for you to do this sitting up. Tapping is as effective as massage for bringing
blood into the area you are touching, so use both techniques. Your touch, whether you are
massaging or tapping, should always be firm enough to stimulate and to detect the sore spots,
but not deep enough to inflict pain.Touching your chest may turn out to be a real voyage of
discovery for you, especially since very few of us make a habit of touching this area. See
whether you can feel each individual rib, and massage the spaces between each rib and the
next, where the taut intercostals lie. Beat gently with your fist on the pectoral muscles where they
stretch from the sternum to the armpits. With one hand, gently pull the pectoral toward the side
while the other hand taps on the muscle and shakes it (fig 2-10); do the same with the serratus
anterior muscles, just below the armpit. Do this with the pulling hand in several different
positions, so that each part of the muscle gets stretched.Fig. 2-10Bend your elbows, and use
your thumbs to massage your sides between the ribs just below the armpit. Women should not
massage the breast, but just below or beside it. Make loose fists with your hands and pound on
your chest muscles, just hard enough so that you can feel some release from the impact. You
can usually create a little more impact by beating with the right fist on the left side of the chest,
and vice versa. Remember to breathe deeply and continuously as you release the
chest.Creating Movement in the Chest and Shoulders2-11 Standing, slowly twist your upper
body from side to side, from the waist up, letting your arms swing with the movement as you turn
(fig 2-11). They will feel almost as though they are floating, as if the air is supporting them. As
you swing to the right, allow your left foot to follow the motion by lifting the heel from the floor and
twisting the ankle. As you swing to the left, your right foot follows.Fig. 2-112-12 Slowly lift one
arm to the side to shoulder level, feeling as you lift it all of the muscles which are involved in
lifting it -then let it drop to your side. Now lift it again, imagining that someone else is lifting it,
pulling it. Stretch it as far up and out as possible, and then let it drop again. Can you let it drop, or
do you try to control its fall? This will give you some clue as to the level of tension you maintain in
your arms, which directly affects the tension in your chest.2-13 Clasp your hands behind your
hips and move your chest back and forward. Are you using your chest or your shoulders to do
this? Most people will have a tendency to move the shoulders, letting the chest be moved with
them. See if you can actually feel your chest leading the motion, with the shoulders following
behind.2-14 Extend your arms above your head, clasp your hands, and swing your arms in a
rotating motion, keeping your back straight but not freezing it (fig 2-14A). Be aware of how this
motion moves your chest. When you bring your arms up, let the chest lift and expand upward;
when you pull the arms to the sides, feel how the chest muscles stretch to allow the motion. Now
lift your arms above your head, grasp each elbow with the opposite hand, pull your arms behind
your head (fig 2-14B) and move your upper body in rotation, bending slightly from the waist as
you move forward and backward, and visualizing that your hands on your elbows are really
pulling the body in whatever direction you want them to go. Feel how this pulling stretches the
muscles between the ribs, creating more space for the lungs to expand.Fig. 2-14AFig.
2-14B2-15 The following exercise is one of the most helpful for the heart itself. Stand facing a



wall, and extend your arms so that the palms of your hands are flat against the wall. Move your
feet back until you are leaning some of your weight on the wall, with your body at an angle to the
wall and your elbows firmly locked. Now move your chest backward and forward, without
bending the elbows. Don't let your shoulders or your abdomen do the work; they will follow the
motion, but the chest should lead it. During this exercise, your back will be in three distinct
postures. Take the time to feel each one separately. When your chest moves forward, your upper
back is in a concave posture; stay in that posture for a few moments and move your head slowly
from side to side three times (fig 2-15A).Fig. 2-15AReturn to your starting posture, with your
back straight, and repeat the head movement. Last, when you pull the chest backward, the
upper back becomes convex; repeat the head movement in this position as well (fig 2-15B).
After doing this several times, take your hands from the wall and stand straight; place one thumb
on the sternum and one on the upper spine, and move the chest back and forward (fig 2-15C).
Now return your palms to the wall and visualize the points you have just touched with the thumbs
pulling you backward and forward. Be aware of the sensations in your upper back as well as in
your chest. Feel how much this moves your upper back as well as your chest. This movement
relaxes shoulder and upper-back tension as much as chest tension. Now inhale as you move the
chest forward, exhale as you hold it there, and inhale again as you move it backward, and feel
how the combination of breathing and movement fully expands the chest muscles. In our
opinion, movements such as this, which move the sternum, are also providing massage to the
heart itself. Do this exercise thirty times daily until your chest and upper back are loose enough
to do it easily and fluidly.Fig. 2-15BFig. 2-15C2-16 Stand or sit, and move one arm, from the
shoulder, in a very large circle, while tapping on the chest muscles with the other hand (fig 2-16).
Do this at least fifty times in both directions, stopping to rest if your arm becomes tired. Then do
the same with the other arm.Fig. 2-162-17 Standing, swing one arm up above and behind your
head; as you swing it back down, swing the other arm up. Try not to strain your shoulders as you
alternate between your arms -imagine that the fingertips are creating the motion effortlessly. This
exercise helps relieve high blood pressure by drawing blood to your hands and thus easing the
work of your heart.Throughout all of these exercises, you should stay constantly aware of how
your chest feels. If it begins to feel tight, stop the movement and concentrate on relaxing and
deepening your breathing. If your chest is constricted or your breathing shallow, you will not
enjoy the full benefits of movement. This is also true of your diaphragm and abdomen, since
tightness in these areas will also interfere with the full expansion of the lungs and the easy flow
of circulation.Tense abdominal muscles may also hamper the functioning of the digestive
system. The abdominal muscles are known as 'red muscles', since under ideal conditions they
are bathed in a constant rich supply of blood. Unlike the muscles of our back or limbs, the
abdominal area is in almost constant activity, with some stage of digestion taking place.
Digestion, the breaking down of food, has three major aspects: breaking the food down, sending
the useful parts of our food to the areas that can use them, and sending the useless or harmful
parts out of our bodies. The blood plays a crucial role in each of these processes, so digestion



cannot proceed efficiently if circulation is hampered by contracted muscles. Strong and relaxed
abdominal muscles will promote abdominal circulation, and thus improve digestion. Spasm (i.e.
involuntary contraction), cramps and tension of the abdominal muscles adversely affect
digestion.SittingThe typical Western adult (and very often, lately, the child as well) has a daily life
which may include several hours at a desk, perhaps several more at table, maybe an hour or
more in a car, and how many hours in front of a television or a computer screen? All this sitting
tightens the chest, distorts the posture and limits the circulation. Is it any wonder that heart
disease is the major cause of premature death in the West? So, if you never do anything else for
your heart, at least you can walk. We don't mean jogging, we don't mean 'power walking', we
don't mean anything exhausting or intimidating. We just mean putting on your shoes (though
walking barefoot is even better, if possible) and getting out of the house and not coming back
until you feel like you've actually had a little exercise. This is movement at its most basic -
movement for the sake of knowing you still can.A person who never moves will become
weakened and stiffened to the point where the idea of movement is naturally unappealing. This
is very dangerous, since movement is essential to circulation. One of the ways your blood gets
back to your heart from the rest of your body is by way of muscle contractions which help to
push the blood on its way. Only movement produces these kinds of contractions. If you are out of
the exercise habit, begin the work of reactivating your body with leisurely walks. From there, you
can expand your movement repertoire into infinity.However, we don't mean to suggest that only
the time you spend in exercise should be valuable, with the time you spend sitting being written
off as a total loss. Since we do inevitably spend so much time sitting, it's as important to maintain
good circulation while sitting as it is to get up and move. The idea behind our exercises is to help
the body to function at its best under all circumstances. A sedentary lifestyle, per se, is not the
main problem. The stiffness of underused joints and muscles and the problems caused by poor
posture -such as slumping the lower back, rounding the shoulders forward and sticking the neck
out, all of which depress the chest cavity -are serious problems, and these can be minimized
even if the time you have to spend sitting cannot.Sitting in chairs is more of a challenge than
most of us realize. It is well-documented that countries which traditionally embrace floor sitting,
such as Japan and India, have far fewer back problems statistically. It's a good idea to substitute
floor-sitting for chair-sitting whenever you can (unless of course you find it very uncomfortable, in
which case we refer you to the exercises in the Spine chapter). Many people find that sitting
cross-legged or in the lotus position (each foot resting on the opposite thigh) on the floor gives
them a better feeling of support than sitting in most chairs. Changing your position as often as
possible will help to prevent stiff muscles and joints.2-18 Get used to the idea of relaxing while
you sit. Sit comfortably on a couch or chair with armrests, and rest your elbows on the armrests.
(If on a couch, prop pillows under the arm which does not have an armrest.)Breathe deeply and
relax your shoulders, feeling them drop as low as they can. Let your forearms and elbows sink all
their weight into the armrests, and feel as though your arms are dropping away from your
shoulders. Turn your head from side to side, then move it in a slow rotation; slowly open and



close your jaws, and relax your spine. Most of all, let the shoulders drop. If the shoulders are held
high and tight, they compress the chest cavity, putting pressure on the heart and lungs; they
tighten the neck, interfering with blood flow to the head; and they make it impossible to really
relax the arms.When you sit down to work, take a few minutes to orient your body to sitting.
Place your feet flat on the floor; do not cross your knees for long periods of time. The urge to
cross your knees comes from pelvic tension and lower-back weakness. It may feel more
comfortable, but it twists your spine into a distorted position, interfering with the spinal cord, and
drastically reduces the circulation in your legs. Use the exercises in the Spine chapter to reduce
tension and increase strength in the back.Relax your pelvis and thighs, and make sure that your
back is as fully supported as possible, which may mean drawing your chair closer to your table
or desk. Rest your hands on the desk, and relax your shoulders, your elbows and your wrists.
Breathe deeply and feel the blood flowing to your fingers and toes. Breathe into each hand and
each foot separately, for the space of five long, deep breaths each time. Drop your shoulders, let
go of your abdomen if you are holding it in, let your back fully accept the support of the chair
back. With the elbows resting on the desk, draw circles with your hands on the desk. Completely
relax your arms and shoulders and visualize that your fingertips are moving your hands.Lean
your elbows on the table and rotate your forearms, again visualizing that the fingertips are
leading the motion. Everything above and below the elbow is at rest. Your wrists are loose.
Extend your legs in front of you and rotate your ankles, relaxing the hips and legs and visualizing
that all of the movement comes from your toes. You may be surprised to find how much tension
you have been maintaining just to keep yourself upright in your chair. These relaxation exercises
are to show you that it is not necessary.2-19 Let your hands rest on the desk in front of you and
your feet rest flat on the floor; visualize your blood flowing to your fingertips and your toes. Take
five slow, deep breaths one for each finger -while you imagine the blood flowing to the hands,
and another five one for each toe -while you imagine the blood flowing to your feet. Then
imagine that the breath itself flows into your hands and into your feet. Whether or not this is
actually physically possible is not important -the visualization will give you a sense of energy in
the area that you have imagined. Your central nervous system in some ways treats a thought and
an action the same way, so thought can be very powerful. Just as thought can produce
quickened pulse, sweating, nausea, goosebumps and other physical reactions, so imagining a
condition in your body can help to create that condition in reality. Even after learning to sit so that
you are comfortable and relaxed, and to maintain maximum circulation while sitting, you must
still remember to incorporate some movement into a sedentary day. Think of how good it feels to
get out and stretch after driving a car for a couple of hours. Even a few minutes of standing,
stretching and moving the muscles does wonders for the circulation. A two-minute walk up and
down a flight of stairs, or even outside if you can make the time; a couple of minutes of back
exercises such as hip rotations (exercises 4-5 to 4-7) or the spinal arch (exercise 4-2); a few
minutes of floor stretches (such as exercise 4-13) -whatever seems feasible according to your
work setup -repeated at intervals throughout the day will make a world of difference in the



efficient and comfortable functioning of both your body and your mind.It is especially important
to get up and move around a little when you are under stress. The reason for this is that your
nervous system, when it senses anxiety, reacts in a rather primitive fashion by flooding your
muscles with chemicals which are supposed to make movement easier and faster, or to help you
win in a physical fight. If you are being threatened by a bloodthirsty predator, this reaction will
help you either to run away from it or to hit back. If you are being threatened by your tax office,
the chances are that you will not have the opportunity to respond to these chemical impulses by
actually running, hitting or any other useful movement. The chemicals remain in your
bloodstream, concentrated in your muscles, making feel extremely uncomfortable, as you may
have noticed in the shaky aftermath of anger or fear. This is why so many people find physical
activity a relief during times of stressful emotion, though it may take the form of throwing things
or punching people. You may not want to do either of these in your place of work, however, and
you will probably not have to if you remember to continually use movement to drain off stress
before it can build to a dangerous point.Getting Blood to the PeripheryYour extremities -hands,
feet and head --will usually be the first places to manifest a lack of circulation. If your hands or
feet are chronically cold, or if you often feel fatigued, confused or spacy, you probably need to
improve your blood flow. Exercises for the hands and feet will attract blood to these areas. They
will also benefit the rest of the body, since if the blood reaches the extremities it will also have to
have reached every point along the way. Thus, hand exercises also nourish the chest, shoulders,
upper back and arms as they draw blood toward the hands; exercises for the feet bring blood
through the lower back, gastrointestinal tract, pelvis and legs.HandsIf your hands tend to be cold
-even if they feel warm to the touch but cold on the inside you will find the following exercises
helpful.Note: Though all the exercises for the hands are described as being done lying down,
they can also be done in a sitting position. Sitting, you can either support your forearm on your
thigh or lean your elbows on a table and support one forearm with the opposite hand while
exercising the supported arm.2-20 Lie on your back, extend your arms to either side, with the
backs of the hands against the floor, and completely relax the arms; then slowly open and close
both hands. Focus your attention on the many small muscles of the hands themselves as you do
this, and don't allow your upper arms or shoulders to work for the hands. If you feel your arm
muscles working hard, tap on the muscles of one arm, lightly, with the fingertips of the other
hand, to relax the muscles of that arm while the hand is moving. Inevitably, some of your arm
muscles must work, no matter how you try to focus the motion in the hands. Try to feel which
muscles these are. Breathe deeply and imagine the breath and your blood flowing freely through
the arm muscles into the fingertips. Open the hands until the fingers are straight, then let them
curl up again.2-21 Turn your arms so that now the palms are against the floor, and tap your
fingertips against the floor by lifting the hands from the wrist and dropping them, twenty or thirty
times. Once again, try to use only the muscles of the wrists and hands to do this. If you feel
muscles in your arms and shoulders tensing, relax them by visualizing that the fingertips alone
are doing the motion. Notice how your chest, your abdomen and your back react to this motion.



Let your whole body sink into the floor and become completely motionless, except for the
hands.Now move your wrists in a rotating motion, first one at a time and then together, imagining
as always that no muscles above the wrists are doing any work at all. Of course, this is not and
never can be true. Just about any body movement requires that one group of muscles will move
to act and another group to support them, and still another group will resist the motion to prevent
it from being overdone for example, if you reach forward, several muscles will pull you slightly
backward to prevent you from falling on your face. However, our experience is that most people
tire themselves by using muscles which are simply not needed at all, as well as tightening more
intensely than is really necessary. This is why we encourage both creating and imagining more
independent, economical muscle movement.2-22 In the same position, rotate each finger
separately, beginning with the thumb. Imagine that the motion begins at the tip of each finger,
relaxing the rest of the hand; feel the base of each finger following the movement of the fingertip;
the wrist should be completely at rest. Do this with the palms turned down, and then with the
palms turned up. Does either way feel more comfortable than the other? Most people find that
either pronating (palms down) or supinating (palms up) is noticeably more comfortable, due to
differing patterns of tension in the arms and shoulders. Doing this exercise in both positions may
help to alleviate some of these tensions.2-23 With the hand hanging limp and relaxed and the
upper arm resting on the floor, move the forearms, from the elbows, in rotation. Make this
rotation as large as you can; your fingertips should sweep across the floor and across your
shoulder as they move. Imagine that the fingertips are leading this motion, with the rest of the
forearm passively following.2-24 Now massage the chest as we described earlier in the chapter
(exercise 2-10), this time focusing on the sensations in your fingertips as you do so. Let the
fingertips do all the work. You may find your entire upper body trying to work hard, but don't let it.
Imagine that your fingers are moving with a completely independent life of their own as they
explore the chest muscles. If you are interested in massage, either of yourself or of others, this is
a great exercise to develop sensitivity and relaxation in your hands.Think of all the things you do
with your hands -probably more than you do with any other part of your body. Now imagine how
it affects your body if you are tensing your hands, forearms, upper arms, shoulders, chest, upper
back and neck every time you use your hands. Imagine this tension being created every time
you write, cook, drive or touch something -and remember how blood-flow is hampered when
muscles are tense. Is it easier now to understand why you have cold hands? These exercises,
by relaxing all the muscle pathways, will ensure better circulation to your hands.FeetThe feet are
farther from the heart than any other part of the body, and so they suffer most of all from poor
circulation. Injuries to ankles or feet often take longer to heal than any others, for the same
reason. Pelvic and hip tension is often the cause of decreased circulation to the feet, since many
of the largest veins and arteries in the body run through the pelvis. If this area becomes
contracted, circulation to and from the entire lower body is slowed. If you suffer from icy feet, try
these hip exercises first, then go on to the exercises specifically for the feet.2-25 Lie on your
back and pull your knees as close to your chest as possible, holding one knee in each hand. Pull



your knees as far apart as you can and move the knees in a rotating motion (fig 2-25).Fig.
2-25You will create the maximum movement in the hips by moving one knee clockwise and the
other counterclockwise (most people do this instinctively anyway). Rotate the knees slowly,
making the circles as large as you can, imagining your whole back, down to the tailbone, sinking
heavily into the floor. Relax your legs until they feel completely passive, allowing your guiding
hands to do all the work. After about twenty rotations, change the direction and notice whether it
feels different when you do so.Visualize your hip joints, where your pelvis and thigh bone come
together. These are among the most heavily used joints in your body. If you are tense while
walking, standing or sitting, you will eventually feel the effects of this tension in your hips.
Keeping the hip joints lubricated and the muscles surrounding them limber will make your active
movement much easier -as well as increasing the flow of blood to the groin, legs and feet.2-26
With one leg stretched out flat on the floor, pull one knee up to your chest, holding it with both
hands (fig 2-26). If this seems to place a strain on your back, you can bend the knee of the
outstretched leg until the back feels comfortable. Move the knee in a rotating motion, both
clockwise and counterclockwise. This is one of the quickest ways to relieve low-back pain. Now
stretch out both legs on the floor, and see whether the one you have been rotating feels any
different. Many people find that the leg will feel longer, due to the slight gentle stretching of the
muscles, and many report a sensation they describe as 'warmth', 'tingling' or simply 'more
aliveness'. They often feel that that side of the back has become straighter, with more of the
back touching the floor. This is a sure sign of increased blood-flow into the legs.Fig. 2-262-27
Pull both knees to your chest, hugging them close with your arms crossed over them. Breathe
deeply and feel your lower back expanding. As before, relax your back into the floor and your
legs into your arms. Now hold your knees with your hands and use the hands to move the knees,
together, in rotation. Where the other two movements have focused on the joint where the thigh
bone meets the pelvis, this one concentrates on the sacral region -an area of great tension and
pain for many people. It may be difficult for people with lower-back problems to do this motion,
so don't push it, but if it feels comfortable you can rotate the knees as many as 100 times in each
direction.2-28 Lying on your back, knees bent, feet flat and legs together, slowly lower both
knees to the right, until the right knee rests on the floor (fig 2-28).
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Marilyn Harding, “Profoundly Influential Guide for a Loving Relationship with Your Body. This
book is a profoundly influential guide for a loving and intimate relationship with our often
neglected and misunderstood best friend - our body. From the moment I began to read this
book, my relationship with my body began to change. This is a book that I have been waiting for
for a very long time; one which discusses the intelligence of our beautiful and articulate physical
selves and offers the means for more intimate communication. I immediately took the book to
the floor and spent several hours on a leisurely Sunday afternoon and worked through the first
chapter on opening the chest and deep breathing and then into some specifics. Not a day has
passed since that I have not done the 10:14 inhale/exhale breaths and been grateful for and
apply what I have learned. I sleep better, stand straighter and am much more mindful of my
body's messages.The concise descriptions of how our various systems work and interrelate
along with the simple illustrations of positioning adds to the comprehension of the whys and
how's. It is a book I will keep by my side even as I travel so that my unfolding relationship with
my body deepens as I become more flexible, youthful and energized. I am deeply grateful to
Meir Schneider for his sharing this loving work,”

cmd, “Best Tool for Natural Self Care and Taking responsibility for Your Own Health from the
Physical Aspects of the Body. I would give this book a gazillion stars if I could.... This is the
absolute B.E.S.T. book for self healing that I have ever found. I've learned from Meier Schneider
more about how the body works and how very important it is to take care of our muscles so they
can do the best job for us. I've learned many movements/stretches to assist the body and to
help so many different issues.My main focus is natural self care, maintenance and wellness and
this book is my favorite "tool" to use in helping with anything related to physical discomfort.So
many folks have a pain and go to the Dr. and are given prescription drugs for pain all the while
n.e.v.e.r. addressing the first cause of the pain - this book addresses the cause and once
addressed, you will feel so much better and not have to deal with the side effects of the
prescription drugs.This book is a top notch tool for anyone who takes responsibility for their own
health and well being and is interested in helping the body to do it's job to the best of it's ability.”

Courtney, “Best Health Book I've Ever Read. I wish I had more time to read and perform the
exercises in this book. The author is very knowledgeable about the body and writes about it
such a way that is so interesting and understandable to the lay person. For instance, he states
that no blood flows through the joints; knees, elbows, hips, shoulder sockets, only synovial fluid.
So if you want to keep from getting joint replacements, you'd better get out there and move,
move, move. It's all about moving your body. The more you move, the longer it will last. I've
loaned out this book to people whom I have to remind them to return it. So, for my family, I end
up buying them a copy. The author has chapters by body part such as spine, circulation, joints,



nervous system, etc. In the book's second half his chapters talk about certain ailments like
arthritis, muscular dystrophy, diabetes, high blood pressure, back pain just to name a few. If you
get through the first half of the book and follow some of the exercises, you'll never have to read
the second half! Anyone interested in taking charge of their own personal health will love this
book.”

Christen, “It has such great information and help in just everyday health concerns. We have had
this book for years. It has such great information and help in just everyday health concerns.
There is a great section on the light and how we need to black out all of it for complete rest. It
addresses different life styles and the things that can come up as a result of repetitive use of the
body, which we all suffer to some extent. A little old fashioned in some ways, however, good
sense, keen observation and the latest scientific evidence goes a long long way.”

Ileana Viseroiu, “My feedbacks for the Handbook of Self-Healing.. 5 STARS for the Handbook of
Self -Healing.Meir is the living proof is working and he and his team are sharing this gift with
us.Meir and his wife are gifts and an inspiration for me.Amazing information.. easy to understand
and to practice.. Meir 's approach and his guidance are aligning with our natural ability to move,
visualize and to trust that our body and mind connection is conducive to self -healing.I highly
recommend to everybody who wants to take response-ability for their own healthy, beauty and
well-being.Thank you .Ileana”

Ebook Library Reader, “Recommend. Excellent book, it teaches us how to be healthier or to
heal ourselves, explanations are very clear and I think they can be tried by anyone. I just wish it
had more pictures and photos.”

Jim Betz, “Five Stars. great”

Anne L. Teja, “Wonderful.. This book is wonderful. So much information for a varity of topics. A
KEEPER for sure, an helful in every way.”

Susan Dawson, “A Self-Healing Book that WORKS!. This book is extremely effective when
following its guidelines. However, one does need to set aside quite a bit of time to practise.
However, the exercises and loosening up, regaining function, dispensing with pain, is well worth
every minute and second involved in freeing one’s body up, and making it fully functional again.”

Katrina, “Great gift for a friend in pain. Bought for a friend because it is so useful. I am eagerly
awaiting Meir Schneider's new book on this subject due out in about 3 months.”

LizzieH, “An excellent Guide. I have had this book for years and always refer to it when muscles
need extra help. It is clearly written and a comprehensive guide to exercising in the right way. As



we move between 2 countries I tried the ebook version which is ok, but not as instantly useful as
the book which I can bookmark to follow exercises in different chapters.”

Mrs J Breeze, “Four Stars. good book”

Geya, “Five Stars. Excwlent”

The book by Meir Schneider has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 30 people have provided feedback.
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